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MANAGEMENT OF PROCESSES OF GROWING WINTER CROP IN RAINFED
CONDITIONS USING INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS
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Moscow State University after M. V. Lomonosov
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The quantity, quality and cost of cultivated crops depends not only on the biological characteristics of the
plant but also on the external environment where their ontogenesis occurs. To ensure the normal functioning of
plants in natural condition water, nutrients and air that they receive from the soil and the surrounding air are
also needed in addition to light and heat. Moreover, water is the most important factor in the yield of cultivated
crops for regions with insufficient and unstable humidity. The water content in the soil determines all vital
processes in plants and microorganisms and also the technological properties of the soil and the time for
cultivation etc. It is possible to increase the yield and vitality of plants and the production of qualified products
using information and communication technologies (ICT) to monitor and control both the process of plant
growth and the environment (soil and atmosphere, changes in climatic conditions etc) and fertilizers introduced
into the soil and lack of irrigation water. Besides, the addition of polymer-mineral material (PMM) to the soil
increases its moisture content and allows to save additional water for the plant accumulated from rainfall,
reduces evaporation from the soil surface which increases the yield and vitality of winter crop.

Key words: water, soil, rainfed conditions of growing winter crop, information-communication
technologies, polymer-mineral material, moisture content of soil.
Introduction
The quantity and quality of seeds, fertilizers and irrigation water, the temperature of the soil and
the surrounding air, their physical and chemical properties as well as climatic conditions significantly
affect the viability and productivity of winter crop in rain fed conditions [1]. Taking into account this
fact it is necessary to conduct dynamic monitoring of the characteristics of the soil and the
environment, the plants themselves and the work for feeding them with fertilizers, air and water
which can be carried out automatically using modern information and communication technologies
(ICT). In particular, various sensors, counters and controllers can provide collection and digitization of
analog signals from the studied objects and transfer them to application and database servers for
processing and making timely decisions of management to create favorable conditions for growing
plants.
The introduction of ICT solutions will allow to use nature and fertilizers more efficiently, to
reduce environmental pollution and cost of growing plants and to increase their vitality and
productivity in various climatic conditions.
Let us note that plants normally grow and develop in cultivated structural soils that contain the
required amount of water, fertilizers and air. In addition to traditional measurements in agriculture,
market managers made several attempts to quickly improve the physical properties of the soil using
ameliorants and information technologies (IT).
Conflict setting
The main objectives of this study are to assess the impact of various information and
technological innovations on the cost of growing winter crop, to increase its yield and to reduce costs
on resources and to increase the competitiveness of companies involved in this activity.
Preliminary assessments and laboratory tests with polymer-mineral material (PMM) in the soil
indicate the possibility to: increase the viability and productivity of winter crop and straw by 20%;
3
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reduce amount of plant falling, consumption of fertilizers and costs on water supply for 20% and also
the electricity, human and other resources [5].
The purpose of automation is to grow winter crop in rainfed conditions, to increase its yield and
to reduce production costs as well as to regulate its viability by dosage use of various ameliorants,
water and air.
It is obvious that in order to increase the competitiveness of companies engaged in the
cultivation of various crops, it is necessary to reduce the cost of resources for their production, to take
into account the shortage of fresh water in arid regions and to increase their productivity using
ameliorants. The reason of the decrease of moisture content in soil in natural conditions is not only the
rise of surrounding temperature and the decrease of the amount of precipitation but also anthropogenic
impact on it [7]. As practice shows, conditions are created for depletion and degradation of the soil
along with an increase in the use of agricultural machinery, the intensity of agriculture, the depth of
tillage, the use of enhanced loosening and traditional furrow turning. In this regard, minimal or zero
tillage with the use of effective agro technical activities such as scientifically based crop rotation, the
use of organic fertilizers and ameliorants is of great importance.
In order to improve the physical and chemical properties of the soil for increasing productivity
and reducing the cost of growing winter crop under rainfed conditions, it is suggested to automate the
process of regulating the water regime in soil using PMM material - polymer-mineral raw materials
created by the Research Institute of Mechanics of Moscow State University [8] and to determine the
economic effect of its impact on winter crop in real time. The experimental results obtained in the
field conditions will be recommended for growing various crops.
Research results
Scientific novelty of the research
The scientific novelty of the study lies in the suggested new technology for growing winter
crop in rainfed conditions using PMM which has the properties of swelling and water conservation
in the soil by reducing the coefficient of filtration and increasing its moisture content as well as in
various options of its tillage and in finding its optimal quantities and formulations (proportions and
mixing order). Besides, the scientific novelty lies also in total scientifically relevant use of ICT for
monitoring various objects taking part in vital cycle of growing plants. Among them we distinguish:
- soil and in particular its characteristics – temperature, moisture content and fertilizing both
during plant cultivation and seed growing and after harvesting,
- surrounding air, in particular, weather forecasting and factual characteristics of climatic
conditions of the studied area, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, air temperature and
humidity, amount of precipitation and density of snow fall,
- growing plant and particularly its characteristics as height, thickness and root conditions and
foliage,
- water, fertilizers and other components added to the soil,
- various systems of viability (system of notification, security, control way and others)
Analysis of current situation of research in the given sphere
Various ameliorants of polymer and polymer-mineral origin are used to quickly improve the
physical-chemical properties of the soil in practice [3, 4]. Studies have been conducted for a long time
to use processed dacitic tuff rich in potassium [2] to improve the agro physical and agro chemical
properties of the soil and to increase the yield of agricultural crops as well as for the economic and
environmental efficiency of organic fertilizers against the use of mineral ameliorants in cultivating
eggplant crops [6]. As experiments show, the eggplant yield decreased by 9,8% when using zeolite
and in the variant using dacitic tuff it increased by 35,8%. The resulting difference is explained by
the content of a small amount of 0,12-0,23% of phosphorus and 2,2-2,7% of potassium in zeolite. In
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addition, zeolite helps to increase the alkalinity of the soil negatively affecting the growth,
development and productivity of eggplant [6].
As it is known, winter crop is a grain crop among the most valuable and high-yielding plants. At
the same time, the average grain yield of autumn sow is significantly higher than the spring one since
it uses the moisture in the soil effectively absorbed from snow, rain and floods. Winter wheat creates a
powerful root system for surviving thanks to which it absorbs nutrients better and does not suffer from
drought. In addition, winter crop is more cost-effective than spring sowing due to the ability of
optimizing organizational and economic activities particularly the relatively early harvesting of winter
crop enables to fully and evenly use production resources.
However, during the period of drought, grain yield in rainfed conditions is significantly lower
than in irrigated soils of the same region. Therefore, the cultivation of crops without systems for
monitoring their viability using ICTs and without artificial irrigation in extreme cases leads to noncompetitive products up to its complete loss. Various technological innovations (for example, ICT and
PMM) will improve the water regime of plant nutrition, reduce the amount of applied fertilizer and
increase productivity including the reduction of root system of plants.
For countries in continental and subtropical zone the cultivation of winter crop is of strategic
importance. However, in difficult climatic conditions, it is necessary to develop various agro technical
measures to obtain high yield at a low cost. Frequent droughts, hail and other natural disasters cause
serious damage to agriculture creating the danger of desertification of lands.
Fertility depends on soil structure, porosity, moisture content and absorption and on the
presence of colloidal particles in it and organic and organic-mineral origin [7]. More such particles are,
greater the absorption of the soil is, therefore, the volume of water and the amount of dissolved salts
and gases are held in it for the roots of the plant. If there are enough nutrients in the soil but there is a
shortage of water and air, then the plant is poorly developed and can die. Therefore, to ensure a
sufficient amount of water and air in the soil, pores of 3-5 mm in size are created (in small pores water
will be retained and in large pores air will be preserved that is necessary for plants and
microorganisms) [9]. The water regime of plants is characterized by processes in the soil - movement,
consumption, moisture conservation, location in different soil horizons etc.
An important factor in obtaining sustainable harvest is soil moisture in the conditions of rainfed
agriculture. Therefore, information on soil moisture, patterns of its formation and changes in time and
space in different climatic zones is important. Stating the dependence of the crop on moisture storage
in soil is important for assessing the condition of crops and plantings, for determining the effectiveness
of agricultural activities. For agricultural production only productive moisture is of primary
importance. i.e part of the soil moisture which ensures the formation of plant crops, i.e. it exceeds the
moisture of resistant tillage.
The main sources of moisture in the soil are precipitation and groundwater in rainfed conditions.
The type of vegetation, the relief, the processing system, winds, air temperature etc. affect the level of
soil moisture. Soil fertility also depends on filtration index and moisture content. Falling on the
surface of the earth under the gravitation water penetrates through the large pores into the soil and then
it is filtered through small pores and capillaries deep into the surrounding earth grains. If the soil is
rich in calcareous compounds, then small particles, especially colloidal ones stick together with each
other forming strong porous grains that are not washed out by water for a long time.
Medium sized cracks are formed between the grains and such clay soils obtain good filtration
characteristics. The greater the porosity of the soil is, there is more water in it (the amount of water is
determined by the displacement of the soil which should be distinguished from the concept of the
water-holding capacity of the soil, i.e. the amount of moisture remaining in the soil after full saturation
until the final free drainage).
The temperature of the soil and the surrounding air are the most important factors in the life of
plants and microorganisms. Seed germination begins only when the soil warms up to certain positive
temperatures convenient for certain sort of plant. Photosynthesis, respiration, transpiration, adoption of
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nutrients and other physiological processes take place in plants only at a certain degree of air
temperatures.
Humidity as an abiotic factor has a noticeable effect on plants. With a large deficit of saturation
of water vapor, evaporation from the soil surface increases sharply and plant transpiration increases.
Precipitation is the main source of moisture for farmland. Variations in the yield of crops in
different areas are largely associated with fluctuations in precipitation during vegetation.
Wind is also an important abiotic factor of nature, it contributes to pollination of plants, transfer
of seeds, growing of wild trees and grass. The negative effect of wind is to increase unproductive
evaporation from the soil surface causing soil drought and wind erosion and to increase damage to
plants during atmospheric and soil droughts.
Indicators of evaporation and the push up properties of the soil etc. are also of great importance
for plants.
Hence, all soil properties are important for the growth and development of plants which receive
their best indicators in structural soils where there is a sufficient amount of water and air respectively.
Thus, the traditional methods of preserving the structural nature of the soil are based on deep
tillage, intensive loosening and furrow turning, application of crop rotation and fertilizers, treatment of
acidic soils with limestone and gypsum treatment of saline lands which leads to rapid soil degradation.
Today conditions for maintaining and improving soil structure and increasing fertility are created with
minimal and zero tillage using scientifically based crop rotation, ameliorants and fertilizers.
Therefore, in order to monitor and improve the physical and chemical properties of the soil for
growing winter crop the task is to regulate the water regime in the soil using PMM and ICT for
growing them in rainfed conditions through field and vegetation experiments.
To determine the characteristics of the soil (moisture content, humidity, oxygen content, acidity,
temperature) and the environment (temperature, humidity, wind speed, precipitation and others) as
well as to control the processes of growing plants it is necessary to select appropriate sensors,
controllers and information systems that are corresponding to IT architecture.
Depending on the method and amount of the ameliorants, the specific and bulk soil mass,
porosity, water content, absorption, moisture content, water circulation and unavailable amount of
water for plants in the soil, the dynamics of moisture during vegetative period, field germination of
seeds and the safety of plants during the growing period are recorded and the number and mass of
nodule bacteria on the roots of the plant, the number and mass of grains in spikes, biological and total
yield and economic efficiency are noted.
Methods and approaches for reaching the aim and set of conflict of the research
Water is the most important factor in the yield of cultivated crops in rainfed conditions for
regions with unstable humidity due not only to regional climatic conditions but also to the use of farm
machinery. Traditional ways of cultivation of the land lead to an increase in the rate of degradation of
humus, dispersal of the arable layer, destruction of soil aggregates, loss of moisture, increased costs
for growing plants etc. Minimal and zero tillage is used to prevent soil degradation. In conditions of
scientifically based crop rotation, fertilizers, mineral and synthetic substances positively affecting the
soil are widely used.
In order to prevent soil degradation in rainfed conditions, to regulate water and food regimes of
cultivated crops and to reduce the cost of production, ICTs are recommended besides applying PMM
to the soil to improve water regime parameters and to increase the yield of winter crop that will allow
to inform in time and/ or to carry out certain actions to solve the tasks set for growing plants by
information systems.
To assess these characteristics which we point out and to maintain current situation, various
sensors of humidity, PH meters, dosimeters, working valves, objects of networking (IoT) powered by
solar panels or batteries which can last for several years are provided. Applied information systems
and hardware and software systems are inertial, and, therefore, all of these IoT sensors can turn on
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according to a specified time schedule or at the moment of operation and transmit information to a
data processing center (DPC).
The basic structural diagram of a system for monitoring and managing farmland is shown in
Fig. 1. Here, depending on the territory, moisture sensors and PH meters are installed in the soil with
corresponding radio modems at a distance of up to 3 km from each other. Two types of IoT are of
particular interest: those operating according to the standards above – LTE and those operating on
their individual communication networks.
Shushi University of Technology, together with the Yerevan RI of Telecommunications
designed such remote control systems based on IoT using Wi-Fi technologies and having studied the
processes to be automated, the researchers came to the conclusion that some of them are economically
feasible to carry out manually by inserting data via smart phones and by connecting with central server
via any means of communication.
Figure 1 shows the structural diagram of the monitoring system of the first type of monitoring
objects which is easily integrated with the monitoring systems of the second group of objects which
are well-known meteorological stations. Let us note that for a relatively small area it is enough to have
one station or connect to the republican network of meteorological stations.
The third group includes various video cameras. But basically the characteristics of the plant
itself are determined manually.
The fourth group of objects includes various dosimeters and mixers as well as a subgroup of
security systems, warning systems designed to fight against various natural disasters, rodents, insects,
flocks of birds etc.

Fig.1 Basic scheme of the system of monitoring and management

Expected results of research and their scientifically applied significance
Expected scientific and practical results: to prove the appropriateness of applying PMM in the
soil to increase the yield and vitality of plants due to the accumulation of precipitation; identification
of various options for laying PMM in rainfed conditions; to create an ecological filtration layer under
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the root system of plants with a predetermined filtration coefficient using PMM; to increase field
moisture content of the soil; to slow down the moisture evaporation from the soil; to reduce reduction
of fertilizer costs in the soil.
By decreasing the filtration coefficient and increasing the coefficient of moisture content it is
possible to reduce the amount of consumed water and also to completely avoid wheat irrigation under
favorable climatic conditions, to reduce the amount of fertilizer used and thereby to reduce
environmental pollution by reducing wastewater toxicity and to save resources including human,
material and energy resources etc. The obtained results will allow to grow other types of plants that
could not be grown before in rainfed conditions as well as to increase the yield and adaptability of
plants to external conditions, to improve the agrophysical properties of the soil and apply the results in
other regions with similar climatic conditions.
To assess the impact of soil and atmospheric factors on the physiological characteristics of
winter crop, it is necessary to monitor the concentration of cell sap, transpiration rate, the water
holding capacity of the leaves, the moisture deficit in them and the determination of the amount of
available water.
To determine the biological structure of yield of winter crop at the end of the phase of clammy
ripeness of grain from fixed sites (1 m2) of each plot, we will take sheaf samples to determine the
number of plants, their weight, total and productive bushiness, spike length, number of spikelets and
grains in an ear, weight of 1000 grains, the ratio between grain yield and straw.
Grain yield will be determined by harvesting and weighing the crop from the entire area of the
studied plot and straw according to the ratio between the grain and straw.
After harvesting from each option, the average sample is taken to determine the chemical
composition of the grain.

Scientific novelty
Laboratory and field experiments with polymer-mineral material in the soil have shown their
effectiveness. Mixing PMM with the soil, laying it on the bottom and along the side surface of the
container as well as in the holes inside the soil allows to save more water thereby increasing moisture
content and to reduce evaporation from the soil surface and filtering through the bottom of the
container.
At the end of the 80s of the 20th century, the Research Institute of Mechanics of Moscow State
University conducted tests with a similar water-swelling polymer-mineral composite Kavelast on the
basis of which an ecologically safe water-accumulating and soil-improving composite Sugar was
developed, its basic properties and characteristics were studied and established. Moreover, studies
were conducted on the influence of Kavelast and Sugar on the growth and development of plants, in
particular on beans, wheat and tomatoes and the optimal dose of materials, norms and frequency of
irrigation for each species were selected. The influence of Kavelast and Sugar additives on the water
storage capacity of separate soil pieces, the duration of moisture retention, the norms and frequency of
irrigation, the germination and development of plants at different doses of Kavelast and Sugar,
methods of yeasting seed material (bean, corn, soybean) using Kaveast and Sugar are determined.
Various ameliorants were used to improve the physical - chemical properties of the soil in
Armenia, particularly processed dacitic tuff was introduced into the soil. In addition, the economic and
environmental effectiveness of organic fertilizers was studied against the background of mineral
ameliorants in eggplant crops.
Studies in the use of ameliorants for plants show the need to continue such activities and also
the selection of new ameliorants, ecologically safe and more effective for a significant increase in
yield with limited moisture resources in rainfed conditions.
Shushi University of Technology is conducting research to determine the level of influence of
fertilizers and PMM on the growth and development of winter crop. Harvest of winter grain is directly
dependent on frost resistance and drought tolerance of the plant.
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In order to establish a correlative relationship between these features and productivity, the effect
of fertilizers and PMM on the growth, development and preservation of winter crop was studied
during 2019-2020.
The following four variants had been studied:
1. Without PMM and fertilizer (control).
2. Without PMM with fertilizer (P60N90)
3. With fertilizer P60N90 in the depth of 10 cm 0,5 cm layer of PMM was put
4. In the depth of 10 cm 0,5 cm layer of PMM was put without fertilizer
During the research the stages of growing the plants were observed and the time of growing was
determined.
The obtained results are shown in Table 1 where we see that PMM and mineral fertilizers had
significant effect on the dynamics of plant growing and development of winter crop. Particularly,
fertilizers and PMM fasten the stages of plant growing.
Biometric calculations and measurements were dome during research which are shown in Table
2 according to which PMM and fertilizers had great impact on field tillage, frost resistance and
dynamics of growth of the stems of winter crop which is explained by the property of PMM to store
moisture in the layer of the soil feeding stems while mineral fertilizers are used effectively and without
loss in case of relevant amount of moisture (Fig. 2 and 3).
Table 1

Variant

Tillage

Duration of
days

Time

Duration of
days

Time

Duration of
days

Spiking

Time

Stemming

Duration of
days

Tillering

Time

Growing

I

05.10.19

19.10.19

14

07.12.19

33

15.05.20

222

21.05.20

228

II

05.10

20.10

15

06.12

32

14.05

221

17.05

224

III

05.10

17.10

12

05.12

31

12.05

219

16.05

223

IV

05.10

17.10

12

05.12

31

12.05

219

20.05

227
Table 2

Number of sowing in 1m2

Number of germination

Field germination (%)

Number of plants before winter

Number of plants in spring

Frost resistance (%)

Height of plants in the stage of
tillering , сm

Height of plants in the stage of
spiking, , cm

Height of plants in the stage of
stemming , cm

Biometric calculations

I

500

370

74

361

350

96,9

5,3

35

45

II

500

365

73

364

357

98,0

8,7

77

80

III

500

375

75

371

369

99,5

9,3

85

85

IV

500

380

76

373

361

96,9

6,8

46

55

Variant
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Fig. 2 Data of biometric observations on 15.05.2020

Fig. 3 Data of biometric observations on 09.06.2020

Conclusion
The tests and gained knowledge have shown the perspective of developing ecologically safe and
highly effective methods to increase water retention and to improve the agro ameliorative properties of
soil and technological processes for their implementation. The developed technologies provide an
increase in the storage of productive moisture in the soil to predetermined limits, the creation of an
optimal water regime for plants, a decrease in the frequency and norms of irrigation, an increase in
erosion resistance, a decrease or exclusion of water loss and salination, an increase in yield, a decrease
in capital investments and the cost of agricultural products.
PMM material and automation of the processes of growing winter crop will provide reasonable
suggestions for solving the most important national economic problem: increasing the yield and
vitality of winter crop and reducing the costs and resources for growing it including the strategic
resource - fresh water.
Ideas, technologies and methods for monitoring and controlling the process of growing winter
crop as well as calculations on the economic feasibility of applying PMM to the soil must be verified
over several years in field tests in rainfed conditions over large areas in order to prove the validity of
the hypotheses and the correctness of the obtained experimental results that in case of success can be
recommended to agricultural producers for industrial application.
The solution of the tasks set in the study will ensure the national food security of the country,
will create competing technologies and competitive products for their implementation on the world
market: a high-quality seed fund necessary for growing not only in our own territories but also for s
exporting abroad which will solve the strategic problem providing the market with seeds.
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УПРАВЛЕНИЕ ПРОЦЕССАМИ ВЫРАЩИВАНИЯ ОЗИМОЙ СЕМЕННОЙ
ПШЕНИЦЫ В БОГАРНЫХ УСЛОВИЯХ С ПОМОЩЬЮ ИННОВАЦИОННЫХ
ТЕХНОЛОГИЧЕСКИХ РЕШЕНИЙ
А.А. Вартанян1, М.В. Маркосян2,3, В.О. Токмаджян3, С.Б. Галстян3
1

Москковский государственный университет им. М.В. Ломоносова
Ереванский НИИ Средств Связи
3
Шушинский технологический университет
2

Количество, качество и себестоимость выращиваемых сельскохозяйственных культур
зависит не только от биологических особенностей растения, но и от внешней среды, в
котором происходит их онтогенез. Для обеспечения нормальной жизнедеятельности
растений в естественных условиях, кроме света и тепла, также необходимы вода,
питательные вещества, воздух, которые они получают из почвы и окружающей воздуха.
Причем для регионов с недостаточной и неустойчивой влажностью, вода является
важнейшим фактором урожайности возделываемых культур. Содержанием воды в почве
обусловлены все жизненные процессы в растениях и микроорганизмах, а также
технологические свойства почвы, сроки возделывания и т.д. Повышение урожайности и
жизнестойкости растений, а также получения качественной продукции возможно
обеспечить с помощью инфокоммуникационных технологий (ИКТ) мониторинга и управления
как самого процесса выращивания растения, так и окружающей среды (почвы и атмосферы,
изменения климатических условий), и вносимых в почву удобрений и недостающей поливной
воды. Кроме того, добавление в почву полимерно-минерального материала (ПММ) повышает
ее влагоемкость, позволяет сохранить дополнительную воду для растения, накопленную от
осадков, уменьшает испарение с поверхности почвы, что повышает урожайность и
жизнестойкость озимой семенной пшеницы.
Ключевые слова: вода, почва, богарные условия выращивания озимой семенной
пшеницы,
инфокоммуникационные
технологии,
полимерно-минеральный
материал,
влагоемкость почвы.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS OF PEANUT CULTIVATION DEPENDING ON
APPLIED AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
S.B. Galstyan, G.H. Nersisyan, A.K. Mikaelyan
Shushi University of Technology

The purpose of the research is to test the cultivation of valuable peanut oil crop in the Republic of
Artsakh for the first time. For this purpose we had to reveal the impact of such important agro technical
activities on the growth, development and yield of peanut and oil content in peanut seeds considering the
biological demands of peanut to climatic conditions by research experimental method in the conditions of dark
brown gravel, medium sandy clay lowland soils of medium capacity and foothill forest brown carbonated soils
as fertilization with mineral fertilizers and fight against weeds which are competitors of crops. It has been found
out that additional weeding mellowing and mineral nutrition, both individually and in combination, have had a
significant effect on the number of weed plants in peanut crops, the reduction of their biomass, the improvement
of nutritional and water regimes of the soil, plant growth, development of crop elements, high yield and rise of
the oil content in peanut seeds.

Key words: mellowing, mounding, feeding, water supply, yield, oil content.
Introduction
Peanut cultivated in Artsakh Republic for the first time is a valuable oilseed crop. It contains
about 60% fat and more than 35% protein. Peanut oil is used in caning, margarine and soap production
and in medicine. The cake that remains after extraction contains 45% protein and 8% fat. It is used for
making canned food, paste, cakes and other pastries. Whole-grain baked seeds are highly demanded in
food production. The stem together with its leaves contains 0,62 feedstocks and is used as valuable
animal feed [1].
Peanut oil is a valuable herbal product that competes with meat and cheese for its energy and
nutritional value. It was first introduced in the early twentieth century in America, after which oil has
become widespread worldwide.
The pure fresh oil has the highest nutritional value which is obtained without extraction as a
result of cold pressing and it is preferable to use that type of oil for medical purposes.
The excellent flavors of peanut oil and its high nutritional value are due to its fats which are
easily digested by the human organism, its irreplaceable amino acids that support immunity, improve
hormone balance and improve the activity of nerve system and genital system. Vitamin - antioxidants
A-E help to improve the functioning of the eyesight, they have anti-inflammatory, immune-stimulating
and wound-healing effects. Vitamin B4 plays a preventive role in the development of fat infiltration
and gallbladder disease in liver. Vitamins in Group B improve the health of hair, nails, skin and
eyesight and immunity. The most important components of peanuts are also macro and microelements
including iodine, magnesium, potassium, calcium, copper, iron, phosphorus, zinc, cobalt etc. Besides,
peanut oil contains a number of nutrients (phospholipids, polyphenols, beta, phytosterols) that have a
good effect on the cardiovascular, nervous, immune and digestive systems. Peanut oil also features
improved body activity and muscle tonus, reduced cholesterol in the blood, rapid recovery after
prolonged illness or hard work, it also regulates sleep, prevents diabetes and regulates the function of
liver and helps to keep fit.
In addition to its nutritional and therapeutic purposes, peanuts also have a great agronomic
significance. Due to its symbiosis with tuber bacteria, it fixes free nitrogen in the air and enriches the
soil with this important nutrient in addition to satisfying its nitrogen demand. In this respect peanut is a
good predecessor for many crops [1].
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As a result of the radical changes in the agrarian sector in recent years, many rural farmers have
passed to turn less cultivation of crops and vegetables which resulted in annual decrease of soil
fertility and lower crop yields. So the investment of peanut as a high-yield papilionaceaus crop in crop
rotation gets more importance.
Although the soil and climatic conditions of the lowland and foothill zones of Artsakh are quite
favorable for the cultivation of peanuts, the lack of relevant studies hinders its wide distribution.
It should be noted that peanut is considered to be a photophilous, thermophilic and moisture
loving plant. Seeds begin to germinate at 12-14°C. Seedlings are very sensitive to frost. They die at 1°C. Autumn frosts (-1,5-2°C) damage the vegetative mass, and at -3 °C seeds on the soil surface lose
their fertility. The best temperature for growth and development of peanuts is 25-30°C, there are no
fruit below 12-13°C. Peanuts are moisture loving especially from the beginning of blossoming to the
end of fruit formation. Peanuts are sown when the average temperature over the soil is not less than
14-15°C on 10 cm of soil. The time for tillage coincides with the end of April in the lowland zone of
Artsakh and the beginning of May in the foothill zone.
Conflict setting
Taking into account the fact that the first attempt is being made to start peanut cultivation in the
Republic of Artsakh, we set out to study the effectiveness of the use of such important agricultural
measures which both plant growth, development and crop yield and the extracted oil amount greatly
depend on.
For this purpose, dark brown, gravel and clay sandy soil conditions with pH = 7,5 medium
capacity and humus content of 3,5-4,0% of Askeran region and light brown, carbonated, gravel and
clay sandy soil conditions with pH = 7,9 and humus content of 2,7-3,1% of Martakert region a number
of field and laboratory studies were conducted in 2017.
Field studies have been made for three times repeated. The following variants have been
studied:
1. Machine cultivation-mounding twice (checking),
2. Machine cultivation-mounding twice + 1 hand weeding – mounding ,
3. Machine cultivation-mounding twice + P60N40 feeding,
4. Machine cultivation- mounding twice + 1 hand weeding – mounding + P60N40 feeding.
Nutrition was provided during the formation of sets followed by cultivation-mounding.
The surface of the tested furrows comprised 100 m2. The other agricultural activities were the
same in all variants except for the deviations from the experiment scheme.
Irrigation was carried out in the furrow sowing method with watering norm of 12000 m3/hectare
and irrigation norm of 400 m3/hectare.
The following methods and techniques were used in field and laboratory studies: soil moisture
was determined by weight method, crop yield was estimated by total harvesting method by B. A.
Dosppekhov, the amount of oil obtained from seed crop was determined by percentage of XiBA- 1000
instrument.
We also have tried to develop wasteless technologies for the production of food and animal feed
from peanut raw material first obtained in Artsakh [2].
Research results
Like all crops, the growth of peanut and the quantity and quality of the crop depend not only on
the biological characteristics of the species or variety, but also on the environmental conditions under
which it individually develops. Under field conditions, crop yields and the quality of the product
obtained depend on the relative minimum factor. Taking into consideration the fact that humidity and
nutrients are the most frequently occurring factors in the lowland and foothill climatic zones of
Artsakh, it is necessary first of all to apply those agrotechnical measures which will affect the factors
being in relative minimum at certain period of time. Impacts of additional mounding and feeding over
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general agricultural atmosphere on crop weeding, regulation of water regime of soil, the development
of peanut crop elements, crop yield and oil content in the crop are presented in Table 1-3.
As the data of the table show, each of the additional measures individually contributed to the
reduction of the number of weed plants competing for crops and their biomass and the increase of the
supplies of effective soil moisture during vegetation. However, as can be seen from the data in the
same table, the efficiency of additional agronomic measures increases with their combined use. On the
one hand, as a result of weeding and soil crust destruction, effective soil moisture is increased and on
the other hand, phosphorus-nitrogen fertilizers, introduced into the soil, both provide nutrient demand
in plants and reduce transpiration thus improving the water regime of the plants [3; 4].
It can be seen from the data in Table 2 that both manual weeding mounding and nutrition with
mineral fertilizer have contributed to the growth of peanut and the development of crop elements. As
the data of the table show the average growth of crop elements in the lowland area was 22,3% due to
weeding mounding, in the foothill zone it comprised 34,3% and crop growth comprised
correspondingly 8,3 c/hectare or 36% and 7,9 c/hectare or 53,0%. The average growth of crop
elements towards the checker was 34,8% in the foothill zone and 28,7% in the lowland zone due to the
influence of phosphorus fertilizer. The impact of each of these measures on crop growth is more
evident in foothill conditions. This is explained by the fact that the brown carbonate clay sandy soils of
weak capacity of the foothills zone where the field experiments were implemented compared with the
dark brown clay sandy soils of medium capacity of the lowland zone are poorer with humus content,
vivid nutrients for plant growth, and due to the lack of mechanical composition and humus, the
moisture content of these soils and the ability to raise water by capillaries is also poorly demonstrated
[5]. That is why the effectiveness of the additional measures applied to these lands is higher.
The efficiency of nutrition and weeding mounding is more increased (as the results of the
experiment show) by their combined use. According to the control, in this case the average increase of
crop elements in the lowland zone was 44,3% and in the foothill zone it comprised 50,6%, additional
crop yield was 11,3 and 12,2 c/ha respectively or 49,1 and 81,8%.
An important factor in increasing the efficiency of agricultural production is also the
improvement of the quality of produced products which depends not only on the various
characteristics of the crop sorts but also on the climatic conditions of the place of cultivation and on
the agro-technology used. This is also evidenced by the results of our experience.
Since peanuts are generally considered to be an oily crop, one of our tasks has been to find out
the impact of the climatic zone and the applied agrotechnical measures on the oil content of peanut
seeds (Table 3).
Based on the data presented in the table, we can conclude that both the climatic conditions and
applied agrotechnical means have a significant effect on the oil content of peanut seeds. It was
especially high in lowland region where the plants were grown under high agrotechnical measures in
the field.
In laboratory conditions, 270 kg of dried peanut seeds were pressed at 50-600C by rolling
extractor to obtain peanut oil. The obtained 127 kg turbid oil mass was filtered. As a result we have
obtained 110 kg pure peanut oil which made up 40,7% of the raw material. Pure oil has been studied
in the laboratory of food safety of the Republic of Artsakh and the data have satisfied all the presented
qualitative criteria.
The remaining waste which contained 30-35% protein and 5% oil were used in the laboratory
to obtain other nutrients and animal feed.
Thus, the climatic conditions of the lowlands and foothill zones of Artsakh are quite favorable
for peanut cultivation under water irrigation conditions. With the use of high agro technology, the
yield of this valuable crop can be increased to 45 - 50 c/hectare. And new technologies for the
processing of raw peanut will contribute to root peanut cultivation and increase the income of crop
fileds, to provide the local market with fresh food and animal breeding with additional feeds. The
introduction of peanuts in crop rotation will increase soil fertility as it enriches the soil with nitrogen.
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If you choose the best time for tillage, peanuts can be a good predecessor for autumn tillage under
irrigated farming.
Table 1
The content of moisture in the soil depending on the applied farm machinery

Climatic zone

Lowland

Foothill

Weediness before
harvest,
1ml 2

Variant

Soil moisture (%) in 0֊40 cm layer

Piece

Gram

Before
tillage

Mid
summer

Before
harvest

Average

Cultivation 2 (checker)

145

340

18,68

20,46

18,60

19,24

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding

75

170

18,20

25,70

20,21

21,37

131

294

18,49

21,80

18,67

19,65

72

165

18,65

26,35

21,22

22,07

Cultivation 2 (checker)

129

330

17,60

19,65

19,30

18,85

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding

73

120

17,25

22,37

20,18

19,93

Cultivation
2 + P60N40

118

225

18,03

21,45

19,36

19,61

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding + P60N40

84

117

17,47

22,00

19,65

20,70

Cultivation
2 + P60N40
Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding + P60N40

Table 2
The dependence of peanut crop on the applied farm machinery

Climatic
zone

Lowland

Foothill

Variant

Number
One plant
of plants
Yield,
Number of
Number
before Number
Weight of
Weight of c/hectare
achenes,
of grains,
harvest of stems
achenes, g.
grains, g.
psc.
psc.
2
1m

Cultivation 2
(checker)

5.6

14.3

48.6

79,8

61,7

41,2

23,0

Cultivation 2 + 1
weeding mounding

6.0

18.4

55.3

95,8

75,5

52,3

31,3

Cultivation
2 + P60N40

5.6

20.3

58.4

99,8

76,0

55,2

30,9

Cultivation 2 + 1
weeding mounding
+ P60N40

5.8

22.6

65.8

115,6

86,2

59,3

34,3

5,0

12,0

35,4

58,1

44,9

29,9

14.9

5,6

18,4

42,3

78,9

56,4

40,8

22,8

5,6

18,6

44,0

75,1

57,2

41,5

23,2

5,8

20,2

48,6

85,0

65,1

46,8

27,1

Cultivation 2
(checker)
Cultivation 2 + 1
weeding mounding
Cultivation
2 + P60N40
Cultivation 2 + 1
weeding mounding
+ P60N40
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Table 3
The content of oil in peanut seeds depending on applied farm machinery
Climatic zone

Oil content in Oil extraction from
seeds, %
1m2 surface, g

Variant
Cultivation 2 (checker)

Lowland

Foothill zone

Oil extraction,
c/hectare

54.21

125,0

12,5

54.55

171,1

17,1

54.65

168,9

16,8

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding + P60N40

54.68

188,0

18,8

Cultivation 2 (checker)

54.00

79,3

7,9

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding

54.45

124,3

12,4

Cultivation
2 + P60N40

54.47

126.5

12,6

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding + P60N40

54.50

147,9

14,7

Cultivation 2 + 1 weeding
mounding
Cultivation
2 + P60N40
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ЭФФЕКТИВНОСТЬ ВОЗДЕЛЫВАНИЯ АРАХИСА В ЗАВИСИМОСТИ ОТ
ПРИМЕНЯЕМОЙ СЕЛЬСКОХОЗЯЙСТВЕННОЙ ТЕХНИКИ
С.Б. Галстян, Г.Г. Нерсисян, А.К. Микаелян
Шушинский технологический университет

Цель исследования-впервые опробовать выращивание ценной культуры арахисового
масла в Республике Арцах. Для этого нам предстояло выявить влияние таких важных
агротехнических мероприятий на рост, развитие и урожайность арахиса и содержание масла в
семенах арахиса с учетом биологических требований арахиса к климатическим условиям
экспериментальным методом исследования в условиях темно-бурых гравийных,
среднепесчаных глинистых низинных почв средней мощности и предгорных лесных бурых
карбонизированных почв, как внесение минеральных удобрений и борьба с сорнякамиконкурентами сельскохозяйственных культур. Установлено, что дополнительное прополочное
рыхление и минеральное питание, как индивидуально, так и в сочетании, оказали значительное
влияние на численность сорных растений в посевах арахиса, снижение их биомассы,
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улучшение питательного и водного режимов почвы, рост растений, развитие элементов
растениеводства, высокую урожайность и повышение масличности семян арахиса.
Ключевые слова: рыхление, насыпь, кормление, водоснабжение, урожайность,
масличност.
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QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF SEDIMENT
ACCUMULATION IN MATAGHIS RESERVOIR
P.H. Baljyan1, A.A. Poghosyan1, H.G. Kelejyan2, N.T. Namatyan2
1

Shushi University of Technology
Yerevan Technological Institute

2

Mataghis Reservoir was built on the bed of Tartar River 58 km far from its estuary. The reservoir was
operated in 1974. Monitoring is planned to be implemented at certain regulations after operating such
structures during which data on hydraulic structures, filtration flows, sediments and other parameters entering
the rim of the reservoir are collected. In particular, the river sediment regime has a great impact on the
assessment of the amount and volume of the distribution of sediments in the reservoir which will allow to
develop measures that will increase the efficiency of the operation of the reservoir. This article refers to the
mentioned problems. The results of the developments based on the hydrometric measurements of the Tartar are
also included in the work.

Key words: water, river, outlet, feeding ground, sediment, effective storage of the reservoir,
dead storage.
Introduction
Experience of operation of large and medium-sized reservoirs shows that most of the incoming
sediments is placed at the bottom of the reservoir occupying the effective storage [1]. The reservoir
fills with sediments over time fully or partially and loses its ability to accumulate and distribute water.
This description of sediment accumulation is very similar to the hydrodynamic phenomena currently
observed in Mataghis Reservoir which is the subject of our research.
In order to assess the sediment regime of Mataghis Reservoir multifaceted studies were
conducted with the participation of the authors of this article in 2012-2013 [2]. In order to clarify the
conditions of the formation of liquid and sediment flows coming along Tartar River, to determine the
amount of sediments accumulated in reservoir as well as to determine their distribution form within
the framework of the topic 19YR-1E011 of RA SC, it was foreseen to implement the following in
addition to the researches already done:
 Collecting the results of hydrometric measurements of the Tartar,
 Collecting the data of water outlet of Sarsang HPS,
 Geodesic digging of the area near the reservoir and pointing of key axises typical of studies,
 Implementing direct measurements of surface coordinates of silt accumulations in Mataghis
reservoir,
 Developing the collected and field research data.
The results of the elaborations and their comparative analysis will allow to assess the geometric
characteristics of sediment accumulations in Mataghis Reservoir and to make predictions about their
further behavior.
The results of the developments based on the hydrometric measurements of the Tartar are given
in our work.
The maximum impounded water horizon of Mataghis reservoir is 416,7 m, the dead storage
horizon is 401,5 m, the total storage of the reservoir is 5,56 million m3, the effective storage is 5,21
million m3. The dam is earthen with a maximum height of 28 m [3].
Sarsang Reservoir was built on the bed of the Tartar above Mataghis Reservoir in 1976 with 625
million cube meter storage the catchment area of which is 2160 km2. Since 1976 the unregulated river
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flow which feeds Mataghis Reservoir has been occurring on the area of 330 km2 half of which flows
to the Trghi and the rest to the tributal inflows.
In order to compile the water balance of Mataghis Reservoir it is necessary to study the inflows
of the Trghi and tributal inflows and make hydrological calculations.
Hydrological observations had been made on the Trghi in the section of Maghavuz village from
1940 to 1971 [4] 31 years of which are sufficient basis for assessing the hydrological regime of the
river (Table 1).
Table 1
Average month outlets of Trghi River in the section of Maghavuz village hydro observatory

Months
Years
I
1940-1971
average

II

III

IV

V

VI VII VIII IX

1.7 1.7 2.2 4.6 5.5 5.6 4.2

3.4

X

Q, m3/s

W, mln.
m3

3.2

102

XI XII

3.0 2.8 1.9 3.3

The transfer from the data of Maghavuz observatory to reservoir river section was done through
the coefficient of comparison of relevant water catchement basins K F 

300
 1.89 :
175

On the basis of the studies the maximum outlets of various safety are given in Table 2
concerning river section of Maghavuz hydroobservatory of Trghi River and the reservoir [5].
Table 2
Maximum outlets of various safety

Maximum outlets (m3/s according to safety

Water catchement
surface
km2

0.1%

1%

3%

5%

10%

25%

Trghi –Maghavuz

192

242

150

109

88

58

34

Trghi-Mataghis
reservoir

330

335

208

151

122

80

47

River section

Using the results of water flow treatment, let us estimate the sediment flow into the Mataghis
Reservoir. The surface liquid flow of the Tartar which occurs during spring floods and rainfall is
enriched by decayed and wind-blown materials in the river basin. The river is fed by sediments due to
the washing and erosion of the riverbed and the banks. During the operation of the reservoir, the
determination of the storage of the accumulated sediments is of great importance as it occupies a
significant amount of the storage of the reservoir.
The outlets of suspended sediments had been measured in several sections of Tartar River by
the hydrometeorological service during the period of 1949-1980. The results obtained by elaborating
the measurement data are presented in Table 3.
Using the data given in Table 3, let us calculate the storage of suspended sediments brought by
Tartar River in the Mataghis dam section. Taking into account that the outlet of the suspended
sediments measured at Mataghis observatory is 13,86 kg/s, let us determine the average annual storage
of sediments coming along the Tartar stream during a year before the construction of Sarsang dam by
Wy=13.86 kg/s x 31.54x106 =437 thousand tones equation.
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Table 3
The monthly distribution of outlet of dependent sediments in the
Tartar R (kg/s) and liquid flow Q (m3/s) till 1977
River/observatory 1 - Tartar – Maghavuz village, 2 – Tartar - Mataghis village

n
1
2

Rigid
and
fluid
outlets
Rkg/s
Qm3/s
Rkg/s
Qm3/s

Months

I

II

0,21
8,3
0,34
10,0

0,29
7,8
0,35
9,5

III

IV

V

1,08 24,0 45,3
10,1 28,6 49,5
1,82 21,42 44,30
13,7 32,1 53,7

VI
24,7
42,7
53,05
52,2

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

XII

23,4 10,4
23,5 14,4
29,7 6,9
28,3 19,5

4,7
13,9
5,5
15,5

5,9
12,4
2,0
15,8

1,3
10,3
0,5
13,8

0,6
8,9
0,4
11,1

Anuual
average
11,8
19,2
13,9
22,9

Taking into account the density of sediments of small grains the storage of the flow will
comprise about 360 thousand m3.
Consequently during those three years before Sarsang reservoir had been operated (1974
January- 1976 December) the amount of water sediments flowing to Mataghis reservoir only along the
Tartar will comprise 1,2 mln. t or 1 mln. m3 according to the data after measurements.
For determination of the total sediment accumulation the following had been used during all the
time of the operation of the reservoir (46 years (1974-2020)):
 Data of hydrometric measurements,
 The balance of sediments was calculated and accumulated storage was determined by the
method of calculation.
The total storage of accumulated sediemts had been formed by three factors conditioned by
sediment flows:
 The main storage had been formed by the sediments flown over the Tartar before Sarsang
operation during three years (1974-1977),
 After Sarsang operation the tributaries flowing into the Tartar in Sarsang-Mataghis river
section affected the formation of total storage. Their sediments were also accumulated in
Mataghis reservoir (Trghi tributary brings the main part of sediments).
 The third factor are the underwashings occurred in the bed of the Tartar from water outlet of
Sarsang HPS. As a result the decayed grounds of the bed section were flown into Mataghis
reservoir.
Let us estimate the mentioned storages by the method of calculation.
Using the results of measurements of the outlets of sediments in hydrometric observatories, the
following functional relation was suggested in the bulletin of liquid and sediment (suspended) of the
Tartar [4]

R  0,72 Q00,95 ,
where R - is average annual outlet of suspended sediments, the value of Q0 corresponds to the
average annual outlet of the Tartar.
With the help of this formula let us try to calculate the storage of suspended sediments in
Mataghis reservoir. Since 1977 (after the construction of Sarsang Reservoir) the sediment flow to
Mataghis Reservoir has undergone significant changes. For the 3 years prior to the operation of
Sarsang Reservoir, let us make the balance of sediments flown into Mataghis Reservoir. The average
annual water outlet in the Tartar-Mataghis river section is 21,7 m3/s. Consequently, the average annual
0 ,95
 13 ,4 kg/sec.
calculated output of suspended sediments will be R  0 ,72  21 ,7

Counting the bulk density of suspended sediments as 1,200 kg/m3 [6], the total storage of of
ground received over 3 years will be Ww=(13,4 x 31,54x106/1200)=1,06 mln. m3.
It is known that about 60% of suspended sediments are particles smaller than 0,05 mm which
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are transient and do not settle in the reservoir [7,8]. Hence, the storage of installed sediments will be
Wd=0,4x1,06=0,424 mln. m3.
The outlet of the bed sediments, according to the experience of the flow study, is half the outlet
of the dependent sediments making 6,7 kg/s [4.7]. Taking the density of the bed sediments as 2400
kg/m3 [6], the storage of bed sediments is calculated for 3 years as Wb=(6,7x3,54x106/2400)x3=0,264
mln. m3.
Thus, the estimated total storage of bed and suspended sediments installed in Mataghis reservoir
coming along Tartar River during three years will be 0,69 million m3.
Let us make the balance of sediments that came along the tributaries of Sarsang-Mataghis river
section using the second factor. For this purpose let us determine the flows from Sarsang dam to
Mataghis reservoir covering 330 km2 area flowing into the Mataghis reservoir which continue to bring
sediments to Mataghis reservoir.
The flow module of Tartar river at Mataghis reservoir is 8,8 l / km2 and the water outlet is
Q0=8,8x330/1000=2,9 m3/s. According to these dimensions, the outlet of suspended sediments will be

R  0,72  Q00,95  0,72  2,9 0,95  1,98 kg/s.
Let us calculate the amount of suspended sediments entering the reservoir during the next 42
years: Ww=(1,98x31,54x106/1200)x42=2,21 mln. m3. 40% of these is located in only Mataghis
Reservoir. The storage of installed sediments is Wd=0,88 mln. m3.
We accept the output of the bed sediments as half of the output of the suspended sediments - 1.0
kg/s. Let us also determine the storage of bed sediments during 42 years:
Wb=(1,0x31,54x106/2400)42=0,55 mln. m3.
Consequently, the total storage of water sediments brought by tributaries to the reservoir and
accumulated in the reservoir during 42 years will be 1,43 million m3.
As for the amount of ground that has been decayed and taken to the reservoir due to the
bedwashing, its impact due to reasons caused by small specific weight in total storage of sediments
can be ignored.
During the period from the operation of Mataghis reservoir until 2020 the total storage of
sediments installed in the rim of reservoir is estimated as WH  0,69  1,43  2,12 mln. m3.
Gonsequently, in the current climate and especially erosion situation of the Tartar catchment
basin, the average annual total flow of water entering Mataghis Reservoir will be about 35 thousand
m3. The results of the study conducted on the determination of the regime of storage of sediments of
Tartar River and Mataghis Reservoir, the amount and the storage of their accumulations need to be
verified by comparing them with the data of the original measurements.
Conclusion
The analysis of implemented work enables to make a number of suggestions which will help to
increase the effectiveness of operatoion of the reservoir:
1. It is necessary to reconstruct the regular measurements of fluid and rigid outlets of main rivers
of AR.
2. To measure the floodmarks of upper surface of accumulated sediments once in 5 years by
200m. steps.
3. To regularly wash-remove sediments partially through ground gates.
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КОЛИЧЕСТВЕННАЯ ОЦЕНКА НАНОСОВ, ОТЛОЖЕННЫХ
В МАТАГИССКОМ ВОДОХРАНИЛИЩЕ
П.О. Балджян1, А.А. Погосян1, О.Г. Келеджян2, Н.Т. Наматян2
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Матагисское водохранилище построено на р. Тартар, в 58 км от устья реки и сдано в
эксплуатацию в 1974 г. Для таких объектов, после сдачи в эксплуатацию, намечается
проведение мониторинга, при котором собираются сведения о гидротехнических сооружениях,
фильтрационных течениях, наносов, других параметров. В частности, режим наносов реки
имеет большое влияние на процесс отложения наносов в чаше водохранилища, в том числе для
количественной и объемной оценки, что позволит разработать мероприятия для повышения
эффективности эксплуатации водохранилища. Вышеизложенной проблеме посвящена
настоящая статья. В работе приведены также результаты разработок, проведенные на основе
гидрометрических исследований р. Тартар.
Ключевые слова: вода, река, расход, водосборный басейн, наносы, полезный объем,
мертвый объем.
19YR-1E011
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WIDE SWING FOLDED CASCODE OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER WITH COMPARATOR
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New approach of designing folded cascode operational amplifier (op-amp) with big input voltage range
is presented. In comparison with p-type folded cascode op-amp, new designed wide-swing folded cascode opamp has wider input voltage range by 21% and more stable output gain than other wide-swing op-amps. The
surface of new op-amp is larger than area of p-type op-amp by 80%. At low input voltages new op-amp works as
p-type op-amp, at high values it works only with n-type op-amp. New op-amp also has got a reference input by
which the working processes of op-amp (p-type or n-type) can be decided. Two comparators are used in the
circuit for the reference input (one in p-type block, one in n-type block). The voltage of reference input signals
can be chosen so that op-amp will have only p-type or only n-type working regions in all range of input voltage.
Most desirable working principle of its working, in which it will have most stable output gain, is to have p-type
working process at low input voltage and n-type working process at high input voltage. The circuit of new wideswing op-amp is designed in 32 nanometer technology.

Key words: differential amplifier, current mirror, p-type differential pair, n-type differential
pair, gain, phase margin.
Introduction
Generally a method of making symmetrical diff pairs of p and n -transistors for all wide swing
op-amps is used. An example of wide swing op-amp is described in [2] method. Primary circuit of ntype folded cascode op-amp is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1 N-type folded cascode opamp

The circuit of p-type folded cascode op-amp is reverted circuit of n-type. Q9 and Q10 transistors
are working as current-sources with same current. Q11 also works as a current-source and its current
divides through Q1 and Q2 transistors. If Vinp > Vinn then higher current will flow through Q1 and
then through Q2, but currents of Q9 and Q10 are equal, so through Q3 current will be lesser than
through Q4 and will show multiplied difference of input voltages by the cascode current mirror in the
output.
In [2] method a wide-swing op-amp is designed by connecting p-type and n-type op-amps with
parts of differential amplifier and pairs on Vb1 voltage (Fig.2).
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Fig. 2 Wide-swing folded-cascode op-amp

Here output gain is formed by conduction of p-type and n-type differential pairs. In this or many
other examples, wide-swing op-amp works with three domains. In first domain when input voltages
are low n-type pair is off and op-amp works with p-type differential pair. In second domain, when
input voltages have middle value, op-amp works with n and p type pairs together. In third domain
when input voltages are high op-amp works only with n-type pair. Working with different domains
output gain is significantly different in different input voltages. It is because a scheme of wide-swing
op-amp uses modified circuits of usual op-amp. For having more stable gain with little range of gain
difference at different input voltages, it’s useful to have a wide -swing op-amp in which a working
methodology of usual op-amp is used without modification. For example, in wide-swing differential
amplifier described in [1], a circuit of usual differential amplifier is used with little modifications.

Fig. 3 Wide-swing differential amplifier

Instead of current mirror, diode-connected transistors are used, but for only transfering a current
to another current mirror and at low or high input voltages they work as usual differential amplifier
(Fig.3).
In difference with other wide-swing op-amps where usual op-amp isn’t used in the circuit, in the
new folded cascode wide-swing op-amp is one of its blocks.
Primary design of wide-swing op-amp with comparator
New designed wide-swing op-amp has two main blocks, n-type and p-type folded cascode opamps. Two op-amps are designed with nearly the same output gains. The work of all scheme of new
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op-amp has two domains. At low input voltages it works as p-type op-amp and at high input voltages
it works as n-type op-amp. As the values of gains of p-type and n-type op-amps are near, so the range
of output gain difference of wide-swing op-amp is little at different input voltages. The outputs of opamps are severed, low current from negative input and big current from positive input are going to
current mirror circuits. When one of op-amps is off, output currents from negative and positive inputs
are equal and their equality can disturb an output gain, so when one of op-amps is working, other opamp mustn’t disturb a working process. To fix it, comparators are used in the circuit which are
controlling p-type or n-type working processes at low or high input voltages (Fig.4).

Fig. 4 Circuit of simple comparator

When Vinp=Vinn, outputs of comparator may have some middle value. To keep 0 or vdd values
Voutn is connected with source of Q1 transistor.
P-type op-amp with severed output and comparator is shown in Fig.5. When positive input
voltage is high p-type op-amp should be off, and for closing way of its output current to current
mirror, transistors are used in circuit which are controlled by comparator (one transistor for the current
going from vdd to output and one for current going from output to vss). To the positive input of
comparator is given a middle value between vss and vdd (Vt1=vdd/2). Negative input of comparator
connects with positive input of op-amp. When op-amps positive input is higher than vdd/2, positive
output of comparator is 0 and negative is vdd, which are closing output ways to current mirrors. When
positive input is lesser than vdd/2, key transistors are opened and output voltage forms on the
connected outputs of current mirrors.

Fig. 5 P-type folded cascode op-amp with comparator (1-comparator)

In n-type folded cascode op-amp, positive input of comparator connects positive input of opamp and negative input connects with constant voltage (Vt2) and makes it work at high input voltages
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and be off at low input voltages (Fig.6). Constant voltage of comparators of p-type and n-type opamps mustn’t be chosen with same value, because in case of having same value at op -amp input,
working process of op-amp can be disturbed. For this circuits Vt1 must be higher then Vt2, so in little
range of middle values of input voltage p-type and n-type op-amps will work together, but as at middle
values their results are nearly the same, a working process of op-amp will be secured.

Fig. 6 N-type folded cascode op-amp with comparator (1-comparator)

All circuit of wide-swing op-amp is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7 Wide-swing op-amp with comparator (1-n-type op-amp with comparator,
2-p-type op-amp with comparator)

When one of the op-amps is off, its output transistors are in cut off region as current doesn’t flow
through them and output is formed by other op-amp output currents.
Simulation results
Here simulation results for 32nm technology are presented. Simulations are performed using
HSPICE simulator.
Supply voltage is 2.5v, gate voltage for transistor working as current source for comparator is
vb=0.9v, input current for op-amps is Iref=20uA, input voltage for comparator of p-type op-amp is
vtp=1.4v, for n-type op-amp vtn=1.3v, output capacitor has 4pF capactance. Transient analysis are
done with feedback connection of negative input (Fig.8).
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Fig. 8 Feedback connection on wide-swing op-amp for transient analysis

Simulations are done in tt, ss, ff corners. Simulation results in tt corner are presented in pictures
presented below.
Results of transient analysis are shown in Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.

Fig. 9 Transient analysis when Vinp changes from 2.2v to 2.25v

Fig. 10 Transient analysis when Vinp changes from 1.2v to 1.25v

Fig. 11 Transient analysis when Vinp changes from 0.3v to 0.35v

AC analysis are done using inductor with 100MegH inductance and capacitor with 1F capacitance in
feedback connection (Fig.12).
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Fig. 12 Feedback connection on wide-swing op-amp for AC analysis

Results of AC analysis are shown in Fig.13, Fig.14 and Fig.15.

Fig. 13 AC analysis when Vinp=2.2v (Gain=42.5db, phase margin=-125°)

Fig. 14 AC analysis when Vinp=1.2v (Gain=55db, phase margin=-120°)

Fig. 15 AC analysis when Vinp=0.3v (Gain=43db, phase margin=-120°)
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In p-type folded cascode op-amp, when Vinp=1.2v, gain is 54db, phase margin is -118°. As Vinp <
Vtn < Vtp, wide-swing op-amp will work as p-type op-amp and results are nearly the same.

Conclusion
New designed wide-swing folded cascode op-amp has bigger range of input signal than p-type
folded cascode op-amp and more stable output gain than other wide-swing folded cascode op-amps.
Input voltage can be changed from 0,1v to 2,4 v then in p-type op-amp it can be changed from 0,1v to
2v, so it has wider input voltage range by 21%. At different input voltages output gain changes from
42,5db to 55 db, so maximum range of changing is 12,5db, when in other wide-swing op-amps it can
be 21db. Area of new designed op-amp has higher area than usual p-type op-amp by 80%.
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Представлен новый подход получения широкодиапозонного операционного усилителя с
сложенным каскодом. По сравнению с операционным усилителем с сложенным каскодом птипа, новый разработанный широкодиапозонный операционный усилитель с сложенным
каскодом имеет более широкий диапазон входного напряжения на 21% и более стабильное
выходное усиление по сравнению с другими широкодиапозонными операционными
усилителями. Площадь нового операционного усилителя на 80% больше площади
операционного усилителя п-типа. При низких входных напряжениях новый операционный
усилитель работает как операционный усилитель п-типа, при высоких значениях он работает
как операционный усилитель н-типа. Новый операционный усилитель также имеет
дополнительный вход, которым могут быть определены рабочие процессы операционного
усилителя (п-типа или н-типа). Для этого входа в схеме используются два компаратора (один
для блока п-типа, другой для блока н-типа). Напряжение дополнительного входного сигнала
может быть выбрано так, что операционный усилитель будет иметь только рабочие области птипа или только н-типа во всем диапазоне входного напряжения. Наиболее желательный
принцип работы, при котором он будет иметь наиболее стабильное выходное усиление, это
рабочий процесс п-типа при низком входном напряжении и рабочий процесс н-типа при
высоком входном напряжении. Новая схема широкодиапозонного операционного усилителя
разработана на 32 нанометровом технологии.
Ключевые слова: дифференциальный уселитель, зеркало тока, дифференциальная пара
п-типа, дифференциальная пара н-типа, усиление, фазовый запас.
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THE METHOD OF IMPEDANCE OF RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER CALIBRATION
IN INTEGRATED CIRCUITS WITH ANALOG SUBTRACTOR
A.G. Hayrapetyan1, H.V. Margaryan2, K.A. Melikyan1, S.S. Abazyan2
1

National Polytechnic University of Armenia
Yerevan State University

2

Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology is constantly being modernized as a
result of which the minimum size of transistors is being scaled. Year by year modernizing technology has led to
an increase in the number of transistors placed on the same surface. As a result the specifications on the
performance of the circuits have become more complex.
Due to the low cost and high performance, the CMOS receiver and transmitter circuits sequentially have
been widely used in modern applications. One of the main problems in the transmitter-receiver circuits is
correspondingly their output and input impedance calibration. The method of resistance calibration is proposed
which is based on the analog subtractor.
The use of the method allows to significantly reduce the calibration time by a small required increase of
surface area.

Key words: Coordination, external resistance, reflection coefficient, long lines, characteristic
impedance, logic module.
Introduction
The rapid development of the production of technologies of integrated circuits (IC) as well as its
combination with innovative architectural solutions have led to the engineering of highly efficient
digital systems [1]. Along with the growth of the high-speed industry, new problems have arisen that
cannot be solved by implementing previously applied solutions. One of these problems is the
phenomenon of distortion during the transmission of a high-frequency signal from one system to
another. Therefore, to transfer data without any loss, firstly it is necessary to ensure a stable
connection between several integrated circuits. For this very purpose, high-speed transmitter-receiver
circuits have been developed [2]. One of the main limiting factors of the high-speed performance is the
reflection of the signals transmitted at the input/output circuits which emerge due to the
incompatibility of the output line of the transmitter and the input impedances of receiver. The
transmitting data is either not obtained by the receiver on the transmission line or it reaches with a low
amplitude which often does not allow the transmitter to accurately recover the transmitted data [3]. In
order to avoid or minimize the reflections during the data transmission, it is necessary to adjust the
impedance of input/output circuit. However, in order to ensure high accuracy, the adjustment process
often becomes time-consuming and affects the high-speed performance of the system negatively [4].
This research aims at designing a circuit for calibrating the input and output impedances of the
transmitter the calibration time of which will be less than that of the current solutions.
Conflict setting
The technical requirements for the modern integrated circuits are strict. It is necessary to design
such circuits that will be able to work accurately in the changing conditions of ±10% of power supply
voltage and -40․․150 of ambient temperature taking into consideration also the deviations of the
parameters of capacitors, resistors and transistors caused by the imperfection of the technical process.
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Keeping in mind the above mentioned fact, the system of impedance calibration must ensure high
stability for all these factors.

Picture 1 The simplest circuit of the transmitter-receiver system

When the resistances
, and
are not coordinated, signal reflections occur and the only way
to avoid this is to minimize the speed of the transmitted data (pic. 2), which affects the high-speed
performance of the developed system negatively. In order to avoid reflections, the transmitter and
receiver reflection coefficients must be zero.
(1)

Picture 2 The results of the ideal signal distortion caused by reflections

(1) implies that the reflection coefficients will be equal to zero when the ,
և
impedances will be equal to each other.
After some time of the working mode of existing circuit the logic module generates 7 bit signals
which extends to the 7 switches in the replica block [5]. The
current flows through an external
resistor with 200 Ω creating
voltage drop. The logic module changes the code going to the replica
block from 0 to 63. As the code grows, the number of resistors connected parallelly in the replica
block increases thus reducing the value of the settling impedance. The
current flows through the
resistance of the replica block creating
voltage drop.
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Picture 3 The existing circuit of the calibration system

The positive input of the comparator is connected to
code grows the drop of

voltage is decreasing. When

and the negative one to
gains smaller value than

. As the
the output

of the comparator is switched from “0” to “1"”and the logic module records the corresponding code in
the digital register. In this case of solution to ensure high accuracy, the bit value of the calibration
impedance circuit is increased as a result of which the time required for the calibration and the surface
occupied by the semiconductor crystal are increased.
In order to improve the efficiency of the calibration process, it is proposed to develop a new
method that will again provide high adjustment efficiency, but will require lower bit value, less
adjustment time and will be designed with the modern 14nm FinFet technology.

The method of impedance calibration with analog subtractor
In the considered method, the change in the voltage drop across the replica resistor from the
largest value to the smallest is carried out by 63 steps as a result of which 6 values are used for the
calibration.
(2)

In order to increase the high-speed performance, it is suggested to reduce the bit value of the
generated code up to 4. As a result of applying the proposed method, a larger voltage shift over the
resistance in the replica block is expected at each step than in the existing system. The schematic
modeling shows (Pic. 4) that the mutual alignment between
and
voltages has been changed.
At the 310-360ns time range

is still higher than the

, but the voltage difference is about 1

mV. According to the current method, the code should be selected corresponding to the 360-410 time
domain, as in that case the output of the comparator is shifted from “0” to “1”.
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Picture 4. The results of

and

modelling

In order to get a more accurate resistance, it is necessary to choose the previous code according
to the results of the modeling. In order to implement the latter, a new method is proposed where the
analog subtractor circuit has been utilized. With the help of the analog subtractor, the system has the
opportunity to distinguish which of the following codes is preferable. The code at which the difference
between
and
voltages will be the minimal will be considered preferable and as a result a
more accurate resistance value will be gained.

Picture 5 The proposed circuit of impedance calibration with analog subtractor

The reduction of the calibration time is conditioned by the demotion of the generated code range
and the improvement of the logic module. In the case of the proposed logic module there is no need to
increase the code to the maximum value. When the comparator output records ‘0’ – ‘1’ exchange, the
further growth of the code stops and instead several actions are implemented which are described in
the algorithm (Pic. 6).
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Picture 6 The proposed digital system designing of impedance calibration

Research results
The results of the research are summarized in Table 1. We see from the table that when applying
the proposed method, the calibration time has been reduced by approximately 3 times. Such a
significant reduction is possible due to the fact that the system no longer spends time on the further
growth of the code finding the required code. The simulation is implemented in more technological
deviation cases and in larger scale of temperature change.
The proposed circuit is simulated with the SAED14nm FinFet technology process. The
simulation has been carried out with the help of HSIPCE schematic modeling tool of Synopsys. The
results have been displayed with the CosmosScope software tool.
Table 1
The summary of results

Parameter

Current circuit

Proposed circuit

Maximum resistance deviation (%)

2.1

1․3

Calibration period (us)

3.2

1.05

Power consumption (mW)

12.4

8.2

Temperature conditions (0C)

55, 125, -40

25, 150, -40

Technical process

TT, SS, FF

TT, SS, FF, SF, FS

Conclusion
The use of an analog subtractor in the calibration circuit as well as the improvement of the
digital system designing algorithm has provided an opportunity to increase the calibration accuracy by
more than 1,6 times. At the same time the calibration period has been reduced more than 3 times and
the power consumption has been decreased by 1,5 times. The circuit has been designed with the
modern 14nm FinFet technical process and can be utilized in the receiver-transmitter circuits currently
being designed.
Therefore, whenever it is necessary to have less calibration time and opportunity to increase the
design surface with a small amount, the proposed method is a good solution.
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МЕТОД РЕГУЛИРОВКИ СОПРОТИВЛЕНИЯ В УЗЛАХ ПРИЕМА И ПЕРЕДАЧИ
ИНТЕГРАЛЬНИХ СХЕМ С ПОМОЩЬЮ АНАЛОГОВОГО ВЫЧИТАТЕЛЯ
А.Г. Айрапетян1, А.В. Маргарян2, К.А. Меликян1, С.С. Абазян2
1
2

Национальный политехнический университет Армении
Ереванский государственный университет

Технология производства комплементарной металл-оксид-полупроводниковой (КМОП)
техники постоянно совершенствуется в результате чего происходит масштабирование
наименьших размеров транзисторов. Из года в год развитие технологии приводит к увеличению
количества транзисторов на единице площади. В результате чего также ужесточаются
требования к быстродействию схем.
Благодаря низкой себестоимости и высокой пропускной способности узлы приема и
передачи с последовательным соединением КМОП находят широкое применение в
современных устройствах. Одной из важнейших задач в узлах приема и передачи является
согласование входных сопротивлений с выходной линией передачи. В предлагаемом методе
осуществляется регулировка сопротивлений узлов приема и передачи с применением
аналогового вычитателя.
Применение данного метода позволяет значительно сократить время регулировки за счет
незначительного увеличения площади.
Ключевые слова: координация, внешнее сопротивление, коэффициент отражения,
длинные линии, волновое сопротивление, логический модуль.
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INVESTIGATION OF LOW-POWER SYNCHRONOUS JET ENGINES
D.S. Martirosyan, V.A. Sahakyan
National Polytechnic University of Armenia

The single-phase capacitor and three-phase synchronous jet engines of low power are studied. Both of
these motors have their own application areas depending on the type of power supply network. The single-phase
capacitor motors are widely studied which differ from three-phase synchronous jet engines in some cases
associated with the creation of a rotating circular magnetic field which is an important condition for achieving
high technical performance. The calculation was performed using the vector diagram of the engine, the active,
inductive and capacitive components were considered, the system of equations according to Kirchhoff's laws was
made up, the values of the corresponding angles were determined from the vector diagram, the exact calculation
of the capacitor was performed and the deviation between the currents was obtained - approximately 90 degrees
allowing to create a circular rotating magnetic field. By studying the results of calculations for three-phase and
single-phase capacitor motors (taking into account the electrical losses in the winding and the magnetic losses
in the stator core), their technical and economic indicators were compared. Since the electromagnetic torque of
synchronous jet engines depends on the inductive resistance of the rotor along the longitudinal and transverse
axes, the characteristics of the reduction coefficients (reduction to polar coordinates) along these axes are given
in this paper depending on the polar conversion coefficient. As a result of investigation, structural modifications
of the single-phase capacitor and three-phase synchronous jet engines were proposed taking as a basis the rotor
of an induction motor of the same size. The purpose of the modification is to simplify the technology of its
production. In order to make synchronous jet engines more reasonable, it is recommended to use the shortcircuited rotor of an induction motor by performing the appropriate machining.

Key words: synchronous jet motor, a circular magnetic field, capacitor jet engine, stator and
rotor, electromagnetic torque.
Introduction
Synchronous jet engines (SJE) due to their simple design, reliability and lack of sliding
electrical contacts are widely used in automation, radio engineering, pumps, ventilation systems,
medicine, synchronous communication systems and other modern equipment [1,5,8,10].
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Fig. 1 Electrical diagrams of the a) three-phase and b) capacitor synchronous jet engines

Figure 1a) shows the electrical diagram of a three-phase engine and figure 1b) shows the
electrical diagram of a capacitor engine which shows that a capacitor is included in the stator circuit.
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Conflict setting
As a result of the study of synchronous jet engines of low power, a comparison of capacitor
and three-phase SJEs was made and an engineering method for designing a jet synchronous microengine was developed, using the active node of the basic induction motor - the stator and rotor sheets.
Research results
When designing the comparison of engines, we took the condition as a basis that the capacitor
and three-phase synchronous jet engines have the same power, the same rotation speed and the same
air gap. Ring splines were chosen because it became clear as a result of calculations that they are the
most optimal of all possible options - both from an economic and technical point of view. When
designing these two engines, we assumed that the stator and rotor sheets had the same geometric
dimensions and were made of the same grade of steel. To increase the starting torque of the SJE, a
squirrel cage was used for asynchronous starting [12]. The greater the active resistance of the squirrel
cage is, the greater the starting torque is but at the same time the maximum torque decreases [4].
To ensure high accuracy, calculations were performed according to the vector diagram (Fig. 2)
taking into account the active resistance r of the stator circuit.

r

q



q

x

q q

θ

x

d d

θu
2

1

ϕ2
ϕ1

d
d

Fig. 2 Vector diagram of a synchronous jet engine

In Fig. 2, the diagrams of three-phase (vectors
and
lack) and capacitor synchronous jet
engines are presented in which the current I is formed by currents and , which create a rotating
magnetic field. In the three-phase synchronous engine, current I creates a rotating circular field.
The main difficulty in the design of capacitor motors is that for creating circular rotating
magnetic field in the working mode of the engine it is necessary to ensure spatial and time phase shift
in 90 degrees and equality of MMF phases.
To create a time shift between phases, it is necessary to use a capacitor which results in
approximately 90 degrees of current deviation. The condenser capacitance can be determined with
great accuracy:
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where r1 and x1 are the active and full inductive resistances of the main winding which correspond to
the winding W1, and the winding of the capacitor circuit corresponds to the number of turns W2, which
is equal to:

It should be noted that expressions (1) and (2) are obtained for the case when the MMF of the
main and capacitor windings and the wire diameters are equal to each other.
The electromagnetic and maximum torques of the motor are calculated taking into account the
active resistance of the stator winding which is a value of the same order as the resistance xd and xq
[1,9]:

where xd and xq is the total (synchronous) inductive resistance along the transverse and longitudinal
axes; r is the active resistance of the stator winding,

Fig. 3 The dependence of the coefficients kd and kq from α

In the case of a synchronous capacitor motor with great accuracy,

can be taken.

To facilitate calculations and further increase in the torque, the characteristics from Fig. 3
[1,3,6,7] can be used where α is the polar conversion coefficient.
The inductive resistance of the tongue along the longitudinal axis xad and the inductive
dispersion resistance xσ [1,3] are shown in Fig.3:

where kq and kd are the coefficients of reduction of the rotor along the transverse and longitudinal
axes in accordance with the value α.
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Comparison results
The results of comparison of synchronous jet engines are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Comparison of the engine parameters
-

Three-phase

Capacitor

Active power, P

W

50

50

Coefficient of efficiency, η

%

84

74

Performance factor, η cosϕ

-

0.176

0.177

Maximum torque, Mmax

Нм

3.8

2.5

Length of a machine, l

m

0.067

0.078

Dram

13600

16020

Number of phases

Cost

When analysing the capacitor and three-phase synchronous jet engines thus taking into account
the time and spatial shifts, it turns out that in a three-phase synchronous jet engine the value of the
effective MMF is 1,5 times higher than the MMF of the capacitor SJE [2]. We can conclude that in a
three-phase motor the value of the effective magnetic flux also exceeds the effective magnetic flux of
the capacitor motor. This, in turn, leads to a difference between the number of turns and the currents in
both engines. Particularly, in a capacitor motor the number of turns exceeds the number of turns in a
three-phase motor. Taking into consideration that both motors have the same power and differ from
each other only in the number of phases, we can say that the current in a capacitor motor exceeds the
same in a three-phase motor. Consequently, the electrical losses in a capacitor motor are greater than
in a three-phase motor. Since the magnetic losses are directly proportional to the square of the
magnetic field induction, it turns out that the magnetic losses in a capacitor motor will be greater than
in a three-phase motor. Additional losses in both engines were assumed to be approximately equal. As
a result, the efficiency of a capacitor motor is less than that of a three-phase one. Other engine
parameters are shown in Table 1.
Development of the mechanics of the rotor of the synchronous jet engine.
The development was carried out using sheets of the stator and rotor of an induction motor. The
main problem is to determine the mechanical values H and L of the finished rotor (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Development of the rotor mechanics

where D is the diameter of the rotor,
α – coefficient of reduction of the rotor,
τ – polar step,
hкл - height of the short-connected rod.
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The width of the rotor pole limits the value L due to the magnetic induction value (in that
section).

Conclusion
The design and research of capacitor and three-phase synchronous jet engines are carried out in
this work. A comparison of these engines is made resulting in the following conclusions:
1. Capacitor engines are inferior to three-phase synchronous motors in a number of parameters:
efficiency, maximum torque, weight.
2. Capacitor engines are more expensive than three-phase SJEs.
A significant advantage of capacitor motors is that they are powered by a single-phase network
which ensures their demand and production. Since in capacitor motors the stator winding distribution
coefficient is higher than that in three-phase motors, that coefficient in capacitor motors contributes to
the reduction of higher-order harmonics of the magnetic flux. In this paper we also propose to produce
a SJE based on induction motors to avoid unnecessary costs.
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ МАЛОМОЩНЫХ СИНХРОННЫХ
РЕАКТИВНЫХ ДВИГАТЕЛЕЙ
Д.С. Мартиросян, В.А. Саакян
Национальный политехнический университет Армении

Были изучены однофазные конденсаторные и трёхфазные синхронные реактивные
двигатели малой мощности. Оба этих двигателя имеют свои области применения - в
зависимости от типа питающей сети. Широко исследованы однофазные конденсаторные
двигатели, которые отличаются от трёхфазных синхронных реактивных двигателей
некоторыми сложностями, связанными с созданием вращающегося кругового магнитного поля,
что является важным условием для достижения высоких технических показателей. Расчёт был
произведён с использованием векторной диаграммы двигателя, были учтены активные,
индуктивные, ёмкостные составляющие, составлена система уравнений согласно законам
Кирхгофа, из векторной диаграммы определены величины соответствующих углов, произведён
расчёт конденсатора и получено отклонение между токами - примерно на 90 градусов, что
позволяет создать вращающееся круговое магнитное поле. Изучив результаты расчетов для
трехфазных и однофазных конденсаторных двигателей (с учётом электрических потерь в
обмотке и магнитных потерь в сердечнике статора), было проведено сравнение их технических
и экономических показателей. Так как электромагнитный момент синхронных реактивных
двигателей зависит от индуктивного сопротивления ротора вдоль продольной и поперечной
осям, то в работе приводятся характеристики коэффициентов приведения (приведения к
полярным координатам) по этим осям в зависимости от коэффициента полярного
преобразования. В результате исследований были предложены структурные модификации
однофазных конденсаторных и трёхфазных синхронных реактивных двигателей, принимая за
основу ротор асинхронного двигателя одинакового габарита. Целью модификации является
упрощение технологии его производства. Для того, чтобы сделать синхронные реактивные
двигатели более доступными, рекомендуется использовать короткозамкнутый ротор
асинхронного двигателя – выполнив соответствующую механическую обработку.
Ключевые слова: синхронный реактивный двигатель, круговое магнитное поле,
конденсаторный реактивный двигатель, статор и ротор, электромагнитный момент.
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THE METHOD OF IMPROVEMENT OF RELIABILITY OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS IN ANALOG INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
A.Kh. Mkhitaryan1, H.V. Margaryan2, M.T. Grigoryan1, D.A. Manukyan2
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Among the technical specifications set for modern integrated circuits, the parameters related to their
reliability play a key role taking into account the wide sphere of applications of these circuits in areas that may
be related to human life. Modeling of the aging effects of circuits at the schematic level is used as a method of
reliability measurement.
The method of improvement of reliability in analog integrated circuits is suggested where the schematic
solutions provide a possibility of reduction of offset between the inputs of operational amplifiers bringing it up to
1.3mV by small increase of semiconductor surface area. The suggested method can be used in integrated
circuits designed with modern 14nm and smaller technological processes.

Key words: ageing, lifetime, transistor switch, schematic modeling, threshold voltage, voltage

shift.
Introduction
Integral circuits (IC) are widely used in aircrafts, vehicles, military engineering, medical
equipment and elsewhere. The ICs used in such systems are of high value because compared to the
ones used in household appliances, the technical requirements for both functional and reliability
providing parameters are rigid [1-3].
In modern ICs analog segments which are responsible for receiving, processing and transmitting
data from one IC to another, are considered to be the most sensitive ones. The key nodes of analog
integrated circuits are operational amplifiers. The type of operational amplifier providing more
amplification and bandwidth than many of the various architectures available is the embedded cascade
operating amplifier circuit (Pic. 1) [4-5]. The high value of the amplification factor is due to the multicascade structure and the great bandwidth is a result of the embedded cascading architecture without
Miller's phenomenon. Meanwhile, as a result of the application of such architecture, the input working
range of the operational amplifier increases which makes it possible to amplify the analog signal with
a larger amplitude without distorting its appearance. On the other hand, with 3 output cascades the
probability of transistors leaving the saturation mode is minimized [6-8]. Considering the above
mentioned fact, further research has been done on this architecture with the aim of improving its
reliability and ensuring 10 years of uninterrupted operation.

Picture 1 The current circuit of operational amplifier
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A number of reliability parameters are used in the designing process of the modern integral
circuits. These include electromagnetism, verification of the possibility of exceeding the maximum
permissible voltage of the transistor nodes and testing the aging of individual IC transistors etc [9-12].
The work is dedicated to the improvement of the key parameters of the operational amplifiers which
are part of analog integral circuits because of aging. The aging is estimated according to the working
years of the IC, though it is clear that it’s impossible to wait, for instance, 10 years to detect problems
available in the IC nodes. Therefore, schematic modeling is done for the implementation of the latter
using special aging models of transistors [13-14]. There are well-known mathematical formulas that
describe the aging process and the main influencing factors. The mathematical formula for the shift in
the threshold voltage of the transistor as a result of such aging is presented below [15]:

wherein
is the time exponent,
is the electric field applied to the valve insulator,
is a
constant value describing the technological process, L is the length of the transistor channel, VDS is the
voltage applied between the drain and source of the transistor,
and
are the voltage scale coils.
Conflict setting
In order to clarify the phenomenon of aging, to identify the main influencing factors and to
mitigate their effects, the scheme of the operational amplifier with the embedded cascade is considered
in two modes – power on and power off. In the operating mode any significant aging or deviation of
the functional parameter are not recorded (Pic. 2).

Picture 2 The results of modeling the operational amplifier after being
aged in 10 years of operating mode

After simulating the aging of the circuit in the power off mode and applying it in the negative
feedback loop, the measurements showed that there is a voltage deviation between the positive and
negative inputs of the amplifier. The disconnected mode of the circuit is provided by B1, B2 and B3
N-type metal-oxide-semiconductor (NMOS) transistors (Pic. 3).

Picture 3 The circuit of the operational amplifier providing the
switching mode with transistor switches
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At the gates of the transistors specified in the off mode, a logical “1” signal is applied, opening
them and equalizing the potentials of the corresponding nodes to zero. One of the main reasons for
aging is that in the current circuit with availability of power supply high-impedance nodes are formed
and in the case of a 10-year aging model their threshold voltage shifts. Depending on the type of
design, in the power off mode case, signals with the following combinations may be applied to the
input M1 and M2 transistor gates:
1) M1 - ՛0՛ and M2 - ՛0՛
3) M1 - ՛1՛ and M2 - ՛0՛
2) M1 - ՛0՛ and M2 - ՛1՛
4) M1 - ՛1՛ and M2 - ՛1՛
wherein the logical ‘‘0’’ level is equal to 0V and ‘‘1’’ is equal to the value of the supply voltage.
The threshold voltage shifts of input transistors caused by the aging are presented in the Table 1.
Table 1
The shifts in the threshold voltage of the current circuit’s input transistors
caused by aging after 10 years of operation

M1 transistor’s threshold voltage
shift (mV)

M2 transistor’s threshold voltage
shift (mV)

M1 - ՛0՛ and M2 - ՛0՛

56

56

M1 - ՛1՛ and M2 - ՛1՛

260

260

M1 - ՛1՛ and M2 - ՛0՛

258

55

M1 - ՛0՛ and M2 - ՛1՛

55

258

Combination of input signals

The maximum change in the threshold of transistors voltage is recorded when the transistors are
in the open state. The modeling to assess the effect of a threshold voltage shift on the parameters of
operating amplifier in the operating mode of the circuit has shown offset of up to 32 mV between its
inputs (Pic.4).

Picture 4 The voltage deviation in the off mode between the input
transistors in the operational amplifier

Table 2 shows the offset between the inputs of operational amplifier in the power off mode
depending on the signals applied to the inputs as a result of 10 years of aging.
Table 2
The results of the voltage deviation recorded in the inputs of the operating
amplifier after staying in the power off mode for 10 years

Combination of input signals

Offset (mV)

M1 - ՛0՛ and M2 - ՛0՛/ M2_1

15

M1 - ՛1՛ and M2 - ՛1՛/ M2_2

21

M1 - ՛1՛ and M2 - ՛0՛/ M2_3

32
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Combining the results of Table 1 and Table 2 we can conclude that on the one hand, the
threshold voltages of the transistors are mostly shifted when they are open, and on the other hand, the
reason for the deviation between the inputs of the operational amplifier is the reverse deviated input
transistors. The task is to decrease the offset between the inputs of the operational amplifiers by using
schematic solutions thus increasing their reliability and ensuring 10 years of uninterrupted operation.
Research results
Multiple researches to solve this problem have shown that in order to reduce threshold voltages
as well as to reduce offset between the inputs of the operational amplifier, it is necessary to make such
schematic changes that the input N-MOS transistors should be closed or deviated to the same side. In
order to implement the latter, the inputs of the operational amplifier are isolated from the primary
inputs of the circuit by means of the switches combined with N and P transistors. At the same time, the
B4 և B5 switches are added, resulting in the closure of the input M1 and M2 transistors in the circuit
power off mode (Pic. 5).

Picture 5 The suggested circuit of the operational amplifier
with the application of B4 and B5 switches

The results of the schematic modeling to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution
showed a significant improvement in the detected problems, in particular, the offset between inputs of
the operational amplifier has decreased from 32 mV to 7 mV.

Picture 6 The offset voltage of the operational amplifier
with the presence of B4 and B5 switches

However, this index of improvement is not enough as it is comparable to the levels of signals
developed in modern analog ICs. In order to further improve the obtained results, all the secondary
nodes of the circuit which can be in high impedance and cause such problems have been considered.
To solve this problem, transistor switches have been added to the L1, L2, Vp1 and Vp2 nodes which
connect them to the power supply in the power off mode of the circuit (Pic. 7).
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Picture 7 The suggested circuit of the operational amplifier

In the proposed circuit in contrast to the existing one, there are no high-impedance nodes, there
is no possibility of a reverse deviated voltage across the inputs. The results of the schematic modeling
prove the effectiveness of the method (Pic. 8) - the maximum offset between the inputs of the
operational amplifier does not exceed 1.3 mV.

Picture 8 The offset of input voltage as a result of 10 years of aging in a power
off mode using the proposed and current method of operational amplifier

The obtained results are summarized in Table 3.
Table 3
The research results of the operational amplifier designed with using the proposed method

Parameter

Available circuit

Proposed circuit

Maximum input voltage offset (mV)

32

1.3

Maximum shifting of transistor’s threshold voltage

260

40

Power consumption (uW)

100

100

Surface occupied by semiconductor crystal (um2)

167

172

Conclusion
SAED14nm FinFet technological process has been implemented in the design of the operational
amplifier with an embedded cascade. As a result of the proposed schematic-technical solutions, it is
possible to increase the reliability of the amplifier by changing the 32 mV offset of 10 years aging
between the inputs to 1,3 mV. The proposed solutions do not lead to an increase in the power
consumption of the circuit and the surface occupied by the semiconductor crystal increases slightly by
5 um2, which is only 3% of the surface occupied by the operational amplifier.
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We can conclude that if the designed IC is used approximately 10 years, this method will give
an opportunity to have reliable parameters of operational amplifiers.
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МЕТОД УВЕЛИЧЕНИЯ НАДЕЖНОСТИ ОПЕРАЦИОННЫХ УСИЛИТЕЛЕЙ В
АНАЛОГОВЫХ ИНТЕГРАЛЬНЫХ СХЕМАХ
А.Х. Мхитарян1, А.В. Маргарян2, М.Т. Григорян1, Д.А. Манукян2
1
2
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В технических заданиях на проектирование современных интегральных схем, учитывая
широкое использование данных схем в отраслях тесно связанных с жизнедеятельностью
человека, ключевое место отводится параметрам характеризующим надежность. В качестве
метода оценки степени надежности используется моделирование процесса старения схемы
на схемотехническом уровне.
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В данной статье предлагается метод уменьшения степени деградации надежности
аналоговых интегральных схем, возникающей в процессе старения. Данный метод, в результате
использования ряда схемотехнических решений позволяет, уменьшить разность напряжений
возникающую между входами операционных усилителей, доводя таким образом значения
разности до 1.3мВ, за счет незначительного увеличения площади занимаемой данной схемой на
полупроводниковом кристалле. Предлагаемый метод может быть использован при
проектировании интегральных схем по технологическим процессам 14нм и меньше.
Ключевые слова: старение, ожидаемый срок службы, транзисторный переключатель,
схематическое моделирование, пороговое напряжение, отклонение напряжения.
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DATA AND POWER SUPPLY MONITORING AND SWITCHING SYSTEM FOR
IMPROVED POWER EFFICIENCY AND SIGNAL INTEGRITY
H.H. Sahakyan, R.M. Soghomonyan, D.Kh. Gabrielyan, G.A. Voskanyan
National Polytechnic University of Armenia

Power efficiency and signal integrity are one of the key performance metrics in modern communication
interface design. We suggest a modern approach of improving power efficiency and signal integrity via
implementing data driven supply monitoring and switching scheme. Instead of the traditional approach of
having multiple slave devices in idle state waiting for the signal from the master device, the suggested solution
offers a more power efficient approach of switching these devices only in case when they are in communication.
The suggested architecture takes advantage of differential data line communication protocols to generate an
artificial low capacity supply voltage to power small logic blocks which perform switching of supply voltages.
The system also employs a non-conventional power-on-reset block to monitor the supply level. The artificial
supply generating block can also be used to improve the signal integrity in open-drain/open-collector
communication protocols such as I2C, SCSI-1, etc. via verifying the authenticity of ESD events in power off
devices thus preventing unnecessary current drainage. The circuit was designed and simulated using 14nm
finFET technological process developed by Synopsys Armenia Educational Department. Synopsys’s Custom
Compiler and HSPICE were used for graphical design of circuit and simulation respectively. The circuit was
tested in three extreme corners to ensure stable operation in various conditions. The results are displayed
through Custom WaveView.

Key words: integrated circuit, power-efficiency, data divider, supply control, power on reset,
electrostatic discharge.
Introduction
During the last thirty years, the sizes of the transistors used in integrated circuit (IC) design have
shrunk enormously: from several hundred micrometers to as small as 5 nanometers [1]. This trend of
decreasing the device sizes almost every year was needed because of ever increasing demands of faster
and less energy consuming architectures. As the power consumption of a digital circuit is proportional
to the cube of the supply voltage, reduction of the supply voltage even by a small amount has a
noticeable impact on the consumed power. The less energy the circuit demands the longer the
supplying battery can last. This concern is especially crucial for smaller devices with little PCB real
estate to spare. Decreasing power dissipation also positively affects the longevity of the system, as
devices will operate under smaller stress conditions because of lowered voltages, smaller currents and
less heat. Improving power efficiency and longevity of integrated circuits can prove high profit for
systems developed for commercial usage and can be a crucial improvement for systems used for
biomedical applications. Another important performance metric is signal integrity which is a set of
measures of the quality of the electrical signal. As digital signals are fundamentally analog in nature,
they are subject to effects such as noise, distortion and loss. In some protocols, particularly ones using
open-drain architecture, turning idle devices off is not a viable option as it leaves room for potential
negative effects on signal integrity. One of such effects is a data signal triggering a false electrostatic
discharge event which opens the clamp transistor draining a large amount of current from data line,
thus dissipating more power and increasing the rise time and ring-back voltage of the signal. In some
cases, the steady state value might not even reach the intended level.
Conflict setting
Digital circuits are primarily used for information processing and transmission. There are
several connected devices and each one implements some functionality in a system. It may be the case
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that some of the devices are not needed for some time. If the power supply can be “detached” from
them then the power consumption of the whole system can be optimized. This method can be
especially beneficial for slower systems where settling related delays won’t be a significant sacrifice in
achieving better efficiency.

Fig. 1 PF1510 PMIC with a stand-by input pin

Most ICs have a separate stand-by input pin for controlling the power mode of the IC. Figure 1
shows such case from [7]. Some architectures like the one shown in Fig. 2 and do not require a standby pin, but instead use timing for detecting the stand-by input which requires a finite state machine
(FSM) structure for monitoring which increases power consumption and surface area. This solution
also constantly dissipates power [8].

Fig. 2 Stand-by control through timing monitoring

The suggested method uses data lines to turn on or off the circuit. It takes advantage of
differential data lines and requires neither constant power supply nor an external control signal.
Instead it uses the signals on differential data lines as both inputs and supply. This alleviates the need
of an external stand-by control and offers a monitoring system which doesn’t constantly dissipate
power. The block diagram of the suggested architecture is presented below (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of the proposed architecture

Of course, attaching and detaching the power supply from these unnecessary devices can only
be achieved through another system that decides and performs the switching. This means that there
must be some other and presumably smaller system constantly monitoring which devices do not need
power for the given time. This solution can be easily implemented but it requires a precise definition
for what it means “a subsystem does not need to be connected to the supply now”. A much easier way
to solve the issue is to embed this monitoring into the system itself. A sub-circuit can be “activated”
only when it has inputs to process. This means that the data itself can be the trigger to activate or
deactivate the power source.
ART18 data divider is a block with two inputs and one output. The inputs are the lines of
differential data and the output is a voltage equal to VDD. The VDD block is the main supply itself.
The VDD wake up block is a logic circuit that detects the presence of data and turns the VDD supply
on or off. It is supplied by either the 3v3 data divider block or from VDD and the latter case is when
the VDD is turned on. The structure of each individual block will be presented next.
The ART18 block is a voltage divider with diode connected transistors in series. The scheme is
presented in Figure 4.

Fig. 4 ART18 data divider structure

PADP and PADN are the differential data inputs and art18 is the output of the circuit. When
there is no data being transferred through data lines both PADP and PADN are 0. However, when data
is transferred either PADN or PADP will be 3.3V. The ART18 output will be generated by dropping
3.3V down to about 1.8V through diode connected transistors. The circuit is enabled or disabled by
means of two transistors, M1 and M3 which receive a digital signal on their gates that indicates
whether the supply voltage has reached some predefined level or not. After the VDD supply passes the
Power-on-Reset (POR) threshold value, the circuit is disabled and the VDD Wake-up logic, powered
by VDD directly, continues to monitor PADP and PADN. When they both become 0 VDD Wake-up
turns VDD off and switches its supply to ART18.
The previous discussion implied the existence of a VDD detection circuit. Figure 5 shows this
supply detecting POR circuit [2].
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Fig. 5 VDD detection POR circuit

The two pass gates are used to define two different threshold voltages for the circuit. When
VDD is zero, the circuit outputs zero, as the input of the first inverter is low (by means of resistive
pulldown [3]) and it also outputs VDD which is low. This is true for all the inverters in the chain.
When the VDD rises from zero, it must pass through the higher threshold defined by the pass gate
which receives its input on the gate of PMOS from the POR_out_int net. When VDD passes this
threshold value, the output of the circuit starts following VDD and the pass gate which was on, turns
off and the other one turns on and the threshold value changes. When VDD falls from its nominal
value towards zero, the reverse of the actions described in the previous case take place, differing only
in the threshold value. The simulation results for this circuit will be presented in the next section.
The purpose of VDD Wake-Up block is to turn VDD on when differential data is present on the
inputs and turn it off in opposite case. The exact procedure won’t be described in this paper as it is a
defined implementation and can be synthesized depending on the given structure.
Figure 6 shows cases of another application for artificial supply voltage block that solves
previously mentioned false ESD event detection issue in open-drain communication standard [4], [5].

Fig. 6 False ESD detection prevention architecture
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When VDD is off, the switch toggles on and ART_SV block is connected to ESD protection
circuit. After a small amount of time the artificial SV stabilizes and provides the ESD diode a strong
reverse bias. Now a much higher voltage is required at the anode of the diode to turn it on. Note that
this implementation assumes that when the device is off, its elements are properly pulled up and
pulled down to prevent any static current flow through the circuit. If this is not the case, then a more
complex switching system will be required.
As any IC has ESD protection on its pins, when it gets powered off, the issue of static current
drainage through the ESD diodes cannot be overlooked and it is solved by having a constant bias on
the powered off supply rail. Any solution that suggests turning off idle devices on open-drain
communication but ignores the possible ESD event detection is incomplete. While some power might
be saved by turning the devices off, the false ESD events will not only add to power consumption but
also jeopardize the integrity of communication.
Research results
The circuits were simulated using SAED 14nm [6] technology with HSPICE circuit simulation
program. The simulations were done for three PVT (process, voltage, temperature) corner variations
shown in
Table 1
Three PVT corners where simulations were performed

Corner
Typical
Slow
Fast

Temp
25
-40
125

Process
TT
SS
FF

VDD
1.8
1.62
1.98

Figures 7 and 8 show the transient responses of VDD detecting POR block and the proposed
switching system.

Fig. 7 Voltage detection circuit output and supply voltages

As Figure 7 shows POR block has different low-to-high and high-to-low thresholds in order to
avoid false switches which would otherwise be caused by supply rail noises [3].
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Figure 8 shows cases when the entirety of suggested solution is in action. In the absence of data
both PADN and PADP are pulled down, VDD is off and so is ART18. When one of the data lines goes
high, a voltage close to VDD is formed at the ART18 output which triggers the VDD Wake-Up block
to connect other sub-circuits to power supply. When voltage at VDD node reaches around 0,8V
(Typical corner) the POR output toggles on and starts shifting the supply of Wake-up logic from
ART18 to VDD. When VDD reaches around 80% (1.4V for Typical corner) of its final value POR out
is high enough to completely switch Wake-Up supply to VDD. The Wake-Up block, now powered by
VDD, continues to monitor data lines and when they both are pulled down VDD is once again
disconnected from power rail. A small delay mechanism is also added to prevent false toggle offs in
case of slight data non-overlap.

Fig. 8 Proposed supply switching architecture in action

Figure 9 shows the signal on SDL line with and without the implemented solution. In the Before
signal the rising edge starts to break at around 1,.5V and the dissipating power doesn’t allow the signal
to reach its intended 3,3V value. After implementing the proposed solution, the signal has full 3,3V
swing and the rising edge breaks at around 3V.

Fig. 9 Signal integrity with and without the proposed solution
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Conclusion 1
A method for improving the power-efficiency of an electrical system is proposed by using data
driven power supply monitoring and switching. As the power is not wasted in the absence of data, the
lifetime of the system using an autonomous power source is increased. This can be very useful in
systems where longevity concerns supersede startup speed requirements. Compared to other solutions
the proposed architecture alleviates the need of an external stand-by control and offers a monitoring
system which doesn’t require a constant supply. The proposed architecture was implemented and
simulated using SAED 14nm finFET technological process and HSPICE simulator. Simulation results
show that the proposed architecture can provide very close to supply voltage with enough driving
capacity to empower the wake-up logic circuit.
Conclusion 2
Another application of the circuit is verifying ESD events in open-drain communication
interfaces thus improving the signal integrity. Simulation results show that both rising edge of the
signal as well as steady state voltage are significantly closer to the ideal values with the artificial
supply generator connected to the ESD protection circuit. In case of I2C protocol where rise times are
measured from 30% to 70% of the steady value the added circuit twice decreases the rise time while
dissipation no DC power.
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СИСТЕМА МОНИТОРИНГА И КОНТРОЛЯ ИНФОРМАЦИИ И
ИСТОЧНИКА ПИТАНИЯ ДЛЯ ПОВЫШЕННОЙ
ЭНЕРГОЭФФЕКТИВНОСТИ И ЦЕЛОСТНОСТИ СИГНАЛА
Г.Г. Саакян, Р.М. Согомонян, Д.Х. Габриэлян, Г.А. Восканян
Национальный политехнический университет Армении

Энергоэффективность и целостность сигнала являются главными показателями в
проектировании современных коммуникационных интерфейсов. Предложен новый метод для
повышения энергоэффективности и целостности сигнала путём осуществления мониторинга
источника энергии по входным данным, используя переключательную архитектуру. Вместо
традиционного подхода, когда многочисленные устройства находятся в режиме ожидания пока
не придёт сигнал от ведущего, предложенный метод предлагает более энергоэффективный
подход, включая эти устройства только когда с ними связываются. Предложенная архитектура
воспользуется наличием дифференциальных информационных линий в коммуникационных
протоколах для генерации искусственного маломощного источника для питания малых
логических блоков, которые реализуют переключение напряжений питания. Система
использует нестандартный блок сброса по включению для контроля уровня питания. Блок
генерации искусственного питания может быть также использован для повышения целостности
сигнала в коммуникационных архитектурах открытого истока/открытого коллектора, каковыми
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являются, например I2C, SCSI-1 и т.д., проверяя подлинность ЭСР в отключённых устройствах,
тем самым предотвращая ненужное потребление тока. Схема была спроектирована и
симулирована, используя 14нм finFET технологический процесс, разработанный Синопсис
Армения Учебным Департаментом. Synopsys Custom Compiler и HSPICE были использованы
для графического дизайна схемы и симулирования соответственно. Схема была протестирована
в трёх крайних случаях, чтобы обеспечить стабильную работу в разных обстоятельствах.
Снимки результатов были получены с помощью Custom WaveView.
Ключевые слова: интегральные схемы, энергоэфективность, делитель данных,
управление источником энергии, сброс по включению, электростатический разряд.
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H-TYPE CLOCK TREE COMBINED WITH COMPLEX BUFFER TREE
S.S. Abazyan
Yerevan State University

In integrated circuits (IC) the clock is playing a very special role. With daily increasing IC complexity
and need of higher working frequencies, clock reliability of circuits is becoming more and more important as the
bad design of clock routing can cause skew or big power consumption etc. Skew happens due to disturbance in
synchronization of different flops on a single clock, it also happens if flops in the same design running on
multiple clocks (including several local clocks) are not synchronized. There are several requirements based on
this that the clock of IC needs to satisfy, like small skew, less power consumption, small fluctuations etc.
For meeting clock requirements, the best way is to create a good and reliable clock connection (so-called
clock tree) and do better clock routing. Some types of clock trees are buffer tree and H-tree each of which has its
advantages and disadvantages.
In this paper a new approach to clock tree synthesis is described. The main idea of the suggested method
is to combine less power consumption of the H-tree method and better results of timing QoR of the buffer tree
method.
Usage of the suggested method gives the opportunity of having an advantage in power consumption by
9% compared with the buffer tree method while having improvements of timing QoR by 5% compared with the
H-tree method.

Key words: clock tree, buffer tree, H-style tree, power saving.
Introduction
With Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology scaling, delays of wires and gates are
changing in opposite ways. Gates based on more advanced technology nodes imply less output
switching delay. On the other hand, metal wires began to impact more on the overall delay with
decreasing their thickness. Wire delay is dominating in circuit performance for advanced nodes [1].
An increase in interconnecting wire parasitic features is directly impacting power consumption, timing
and other features of the entire IC.
Meanwhile, more and faster increase of IC working frequency is leading to have better clock
routing inside the chip. The clock of ICs is to ensure that all parts of sequential circuits are working in
accordance and respective to each other.
Requirements to the clock can be splinted into two classes:
1. Constraints that ensure every flip-flop makes a forward move from the previous step to the
next step when the clock is “on”. This constraint is known as “setup”.
2. Constraint to ensure that every flip-flop is not making more than one step from the previous
state to the next step of the clock “on” time. This is known as “hold”
Each flip-flop has one setup and one hold constraint in design where at least one logic path does
exist.
For having better and synchronized operating of flip-flops in big designs, it is critical to make
sure that the clock gets distributed evenly to all sequential elements in a design. For being able to
reach the clock from the root of it to every flip-flop, different techniques are used, some of them are:
1. H-type clock tree synthesis where nets are splitting into “H” like branches from clock root and
are getting to each input of flip-flop
2. Buffer tree, where every previous “level” is separated with buffers.
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Clock tree synthesis buffer tree style
Buffer insertion reduces wire delay by restoring signal level. Delay of critical paths could be
reduced by applying buffer insertion on long wires. Important parameter in buffer insertion is a
minimum distance between inserted buffers on wire which brings to delay reduction compared to the
same wire without buffers. As it is described above, node scaling wire delay with technology
increases, so it brings to minimization of minimum buffer insertion distance.
Buffer cells could be used in two ways for wire delay decreasing. (Figure 1).

Fig.1 Buffer insertion variants

Figure 1(a) demonstrates usage of a big centralized buffer which drives flip-flops while Figure
1(b) shows buffer distribution on wire forming a tree. First method is effective from skew optimization
point of view. In second case it is very important to use buffer cells with the same delay. Also, it is
important to equalize the load for each cell. Difference in load may bring to skew existence which can
impact on circuit timing and functionality. Even if buffers and loads are equalized in buffer tree, clock
skew may still exist in network due to On Chip Variations (OCV). To reduce OCV effect it is
recommended to use same buffer cells layout and place them one after another in same chip location.
Distributed buffer insertion strongly impacts on chip area and power consumption because of big
count of cells in tree. To reduce power the method of buffer sizing is used. The higher the output load
is the bigger buffer is needed. The output load may be decreased by adding another level in buffer tree.
Number of buffers should be increased in advanced nodes. Usage of big buffer count will bring
to thermal problems related to power consumption. There is an activity [2] where construction of
buffer trees is performed with considerations not only of delay but of power also. In our work [3] we
presented timing model of creating independent symmetrical structure for better runtime and skew
minimization with aligning and also wiring structure instead of only buffer cells. The work [4] focuses
on optimization of clock buffer tree by reducing buffer cell counting to save power consumption of
clock trees.
There is also method to reduce OCV impact on buffer trees called clock mesh. A clock mesh is
a grid of wires which are connected to outputs of clock buffers. If one of buffers in tree switches
before others it is slowed down by other later switching cells. If one cell switches later than others,
then its signal level will be repaired by other switching cells. Structure is demonstrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Clock mesh example
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Clock mesh may need custom design which will impact on runtime. Also, clock meshes
increases power of chips due to additional routings connected to highly switching signal. Shorts are
representing extra capacity which must charge and discharge every clock cycle.
H-Tree Clock Distribution Networks
Another type of clock distribution meshes is H-tree structure. This is a highly symmetrical
structure which can have better control over clock skew for the clock domains with many flip-flops.
This is perfectly balanced network with one large central driver and recursive H-style structure
to match wire-lengths (Figure 3).

Fig. 3 H-style tree structure

The process of building H-Tree can mainly be divided into three major steps.
The initial starting step for H-Tree generation is defining the clock root pin for which the
structure will be created. After this step, the placement step is taking place. Here, based on pre-created
locations, high drive clock cells (these can be 94 drive, 128 drive cells) are placed. These cells
locations are being defined by considering the integrated circuit block requirements.
The next stage is the clock tree actual wire routing. In this stage for clock routes, specific nondefault rules are assigned to metals and they are set for not to touch. Also, few more rules are used for
routes like using higher metal layers for routing and usage of as straight routes as possible to minimize
clock skew etc.
Non-default routing rules (NDR) are special rules that are applied on clock routing metals to
address electromigration constraints and reduce parasitic and delay variations. These routed shapes are
commonly wider and have more space. However, their different parameters lead to larger capacitance
and dynamic power usage.
Among different works on NDR routing for clock signal nets, represented work [5] shows
another approach to routing with smart non-defaults rules. In the represented approach, NDM rules are
applied on selected clock net segments while overall skew, delay and electromigration remains
maintained.
After upper described points, H-Tree points are indicated as anchor points where sink balancing
will be done from to ensure target latency and skew.
H-type clock tree combined with complex buffer tree
For overcoming the issue of clock network power consumption basic H-tree clock tree synthesis
is used. But daily increasing IC complexity and transistor density bring additional on-chip variation
(OCV). OCV stands for on-chip variation of the IC process and typically used in Static Timing
Analysis (STA) to encounter local variation for process nodes. In general, OCV using derate for
different types of paths such as data path and clock path. It is obvious that in big designs OCV can
cause an unfixable timing issue. It is becoming violent in the case of high-frequency design.
Moreover, the clock period of the IC is determined by adding the worst-case clock jitter value to the
longest delay between any two sequentially adjacent flip-flops in the circuit [6]. Above mentioned
variation can force to reduce clock frequency in the design.
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Timing based issues can be fixed by a complex buffer tree structure, as a basic buffer tree can
have the same issues related to the timing. Connecting all outputs from the same level of the buffer
tree will synchronize all buffers output, but as a result, dramatic increase of power consumption will
be explored.
To overcome both timing critical issues and high-power consumption a combined technique is
used which increases clock tree synthesis complexity but at the same time combines the advantages of
the above-mentioned techniques. Combined technique cut out the most of the OCV influence on the
clock network with increased power consumption which meets the criteria of expected power
consumption.
But the resistance of wire has been increased with high frequency and scaled-down technology
and it directly impacts power consumption by increasing it.
The suggested technique uses a new combination of H-tree and complex buffer combination. It
mainly consists of two major parts (Figure 4)

Fig. 4 H-tree and complex buffer insertion steps

In the beginning, the H-tree structure is created with top metals. This will ensure low power
consumption but it causes time loss. For having better timing, after every three level, buffer tree is
inserted and connected with via-ladders. Outputs of buffers are shortened afterwards.
The basic structure of the clock network in the proposed method can be described with Figure 5

Fig. 5 Structure for proposed method

Experimental results
To demonstrate suggested method efficiency, three types of clock tree are tested on design with
about 500k cells. Experimental results are presented in Table 1. Based on results we can see that by
using the suggested method, power consumption is decreased by 9% compared with the pure buffer
tree method but timing (maximum clock transition time) parameters are worsened by 11%.
Compared with the H-tree method, timing parameters are better by 5%, but power consumption
is higher by 7%.
Table 1
Experimental results for 3 types of clock tree
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It is seen from Table 1 that CPU runtime for suggested method is higher than comples buffer
tree CPU runtime and H-tree CPU runtime. There is difference in CPU runtime because in suggested
method two steps of clock tree creation is done – H-tree synthesis at first and buffer tree element
insertion at proper places.

Conclusion
In this paper we presented another opproach to clock tree synthesis which shows that by using
proper combination of H-type clock tree and buffer tree either timing (clock max transition time)
improvements or less power consumption can be achieved.
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ДЕРЕВО СИНХРОНИЗАЦИИ H-ТИПА В СОЧЕТАНИИ СО СЛОЖНЫМ
БУФЕРНЫМ ДЕРЕВОМ
С.С. Абазян
Ереванский государственный университет

В интегральных схемах (ИС) синхросигнал играет особую роль. С ежедневным
увеличением сложности ИС и необходимости в более высоких рабочих частотах надежность
тактовых схем становится все более важной, поскольку неправильная трассировка
синхросигнала может привести к асинхронности, большому энергопотреблению и т. п.
Асинхронность возникает из-за нарушения синхронизации нескольких триггеров, а также если
триггеры в одном устройстве, оперирующие на нескольких синхросигналах (включая
несколько локальных синхросигналов), не синхронизированы. Исходя из этого, существует
несколько требований, которым должны удовлетворять синхросигналы ИС, такие как
небольшая асимметрия, меньшее энергопотребление, небольшие колебания и т. д.
Наилучшим способом для удовлетворения требований к синхросигналам является
улучшенная трассировка и создание хорошего и надежного соединения сигналов (так
называемое дерево синхронизации). Буферное дерево и дерево H-типа являются видами дерева
синхросигнала, каждое из которых имеет свои преимущества и недостатки.
В этой статье описан новый подход к синтезу дерева синхронизации. Основная идея
предлагаемого метода состоит в том, чтобы объединить меньшее энергопотребление метода Hдерева и лучшие результаты синхронизации QoR метода буферного дерева.
Использование предложенного метода дает возможность получить преимущество в
энергопотреблении на 9% по сравнению с методом буферного дерева при одновременном
улучшении QoR синхронизации на 5% по сравнению с методом дерева H-типа.
Ключевые слова: дерево синхронизации, буферное дерево, дерево синхронизации Hтипа, энергосбережение.
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THE STUDY OF DASHED-LIKE POWER MESH WIRING ON SIGNAL
ROUTING CONGESTION
V.A. Janpoladov
Russian-Armenian University

In this paper dashed-like power mesh wiring is presented and optimization of signal routing congestion
based on power mesh modification in integrated circuits (IC) is analyzed. Due to new Metallization approaches
and increase of counting and complexity of design rules the problem of routing congestion becomes one of the
key factors in IC physical design. Also new methods of optimization and analyzation need to be performed on
earlier design stages in order to minimize the probability of high routing congestion occurrence. The idea is to
create additional routing wire budget by cut power mesh wires and empty areas for signal routes which will
directly improve routing congestion. Measurements show that this technique brings more than 6,4%
improvement in routing congestion compared to the usual power and ground mesh wiring.
Besides, additional positive effect on IR drop reduction accrues in this structure but runtime for mesh
synthesis is increased due to more complex wire patterns. The suggested method can be used in designs with
complex architecture which makes design wire connections dense and highly congested.

Key words: routing congestion, power and ground mesh, wire length, measurement.
Introduction
Wide scale of technology brings additional complexity in design routing, moreover,
interconnects play a crucial role in the overall performance of the Integrated Circuits (IC). As
technology continues to scale down, the sizes of transistors are getting smaller and a significant
portion of circuit delay is coming from interconnects. Limited sizes of the die forces to minimize an
area which was the major concern in floorplan design.
Nowadays design complications bring interconnected increase in counting which is directly
connected to the routability. Moreover, dense power/ground mesh is needed to escape static IR drop
violation [1]. It directly increases issues of routability and brings lack of signal routing tracks in
different metal layers.
Different methods of power/ground network reduction are used for overcoming routability issue
[2, 3]. Most of these methods are post-processing already existing power/ground network in the areas
where there is lack of routing tracks. This kind of techniques are quite useful for fixing routability,
there are only two major disadvantages: runtime and possible worst timing QoR. The runtime increase
can be explained by the fact that for each area where lack of routing tracks exists time must be
considered. Dense power/ground mesh brings additional detours in the signal routing while in the case
of sparse power/ground mesh we can achieve better timing of QoR.
This paper represents sparse M5 metal routing pattern which can directly decrease routing
congestion, moreover, for saving runtime this pattern can be applied in the power mesh creation
process from the beginning.
Previous work
In previous work [4] dashed-like power mesh structure is presented and analyzed for IR drop. It
is compared with standard power mesh pattern which is presented in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Standard orthogonal structure. a) 3d view, b) top view

The idea of presented enhanced power/ground mesh structure is to trim the upper layer wires
between every second pair of power and ground nets, so this structure will look like a dashed line both
for power and ground nets. Measurements proved the positive impact on IR drop value. Presented
structure is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Suggested structure with modified M6 layer. a) 3d view, b) top view

Created structure reduces total length of wires in power distribution network by about 40%
which leads to a decrease of wire resistance in total power/ground mesh and therefore to IR drop
reduction.
Modified structure
Daily increasing very large scale integration design complexity brings to increase of
interconnect counting which directly impacts on routing congestion overhead [5]. For complex designs
routing track availability is critical which rises importance of optimal usage of routing tracks in the IC
design.
To overcome lack of routing tracks in the different metal layers the suggested method can be
used, this work focuses on switching of modified layers in the previously suggested structure for
changing Metal 5 metallization layer instead of Metal 6. This change will bring accessibility issue to
the lower standard cell power rails on the Metal 1 layer, that is why direction of the power and ground
straps in top layers must be swapped. After swapping, Metal 6 straps are vertical and Metal 5 shapes
are horizontal. After the above mentioned change full access to standard cell rails on Metal 1 is
recovered. This structure allows Place and Route tool to use empty space for signal routing. Modified
structure is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Modified structure with changed Metal 5 and Metal 6 layers
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Runtime for power and ground mesh synthesis is increased by about 12% and their values are
demonstrated in Table 1.
Table 1
Power mesh synthesis runtime comparison

Structure
Standard
Suggested

Value
36,14 minutes
40,57 minutes

Experimental results
The tructure suggested in previous work was modified as described above. Afterwards for
designs with both standard and suggested structures were implemented traditionally as Place and
Route steps. All constraints and power mesh parameters were kept the same for correct comparison.
Routing reports were collected and analyzed for both mesh structures. Results are demonstrated in
Table 2.
Table 2
Routing reports

Report

Wire length

Number of wires

Layer name
Metal 1
Metal 2
Metal 3
Metal 4
Metal 5
Metal 1
Metal 2
Metal 3
Metal 4
Metal 5

Standard structure
9866.065 um
88449.615 um
1197187.470 um
829913.240 um
5732.230 um
147689
489761
891454
479584
7373

Suggested structure
9754.225 um
88653.300 um
938029.840 um
818078.305 um
262127.390 um
146755
492168
829210
463567
23582

Total wire length reduced about 0,7% compared to signal routing with standard mesh structure.
Routing reports are demonstrating that Place and Route tool uses Metal 5 layer for more signal routes
and number of wires on that layer increased more than by 219% compared to standard mesh value.
Runtime for routing is demonstrated in Table 3.
Table 3
Routing runtime comparison

Structure
Standard
Suggested

Value
11,99 hours
11,41 hours

Metal layer congestion was analyzed for both structures from Metal 3 to Metal 5 layers. Results
are demonstrated in Table 4 and Table 5.
Table 4
Congestion reports on each layer

Layer name
Metal 3
Metal 4
Metal 5

Total number of wires with lack of track
Standard mesh
Suggested mesh
386
378
18
0
0
0

Maximum overflow value
Standard mesh
Suggested mesh
4
3
1
0
0
0

Reports show that Metal 3 layer is highly congested, also Metal 4 layer has some percent of
congested areas. Comparison of these reports proves that congestion is reduced in case of using
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proposed power mesh structure. Congestion on Metal 3 reduced by about 2%, while on Metal 4 the
layer disappeared completely.
Table 5
Total congestion reports
Routing Direction
Horizontal
Vertical

Total number of wires with lack of track
Standard mesh
Suggested mesh
18
0
386
378

Maximum overflow value
Standard mesh
Suggested mesh
1
0
4
3

Total congested cases in design reduced by 6,4%. Congestion disappearance on Metal 4 proves
that proposed power mesh structure can be used when lower layer is highly congested which can bring
to congestion reduction on even lower metal layers in big System on a Chip systems. These
measurements were done on different design architectures and overall results are the same and this fact
proves the effectiveness of suggested structure.

Conclusion
Observed experimental results proved the effectiveness of suggested power and ground mesh
structure. This mesh structure is implemented in the first step of IC implementation which saves
timing resources by reducing congestion cases which need to be debugged and fixed. Suggested mesh
can be used in dense and highly congested designs.
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ПЕРЕГРУЖЕННОСТИ ТРАССИРОВКИ ПРИ
ПУНКТИРНОЙ СЕТИ ПИТАНИЯ
В.А. Джанполадов
Российско-армянский университет

В данной статье представлена пунктирная структура проводов сети питания и
проанализировано улучшение перегруженности трассировки вследствие изменения структуры
сети питания интегральной схемы (ИС). Из-за новых подходов к металлизации и увеличения
количества правил проектирования и их усложнения проблема перегруженности трассировки
стала одним из основных факторов при физическом проектировании ИС. Также новые методы
для анализа и оптимизации должны быть внедрены на ранних этапах проектирования для
предотвращения возникновения перегруженности трассировки. Идея заключается в создание
дополнительного ресурса для трассировки при обрезке проводов питания и освобождении
места для сигнальной трассировки, что напрямую улучшает перегруженность трассировки.
Измерения доказывают, что эта методика приводит к уменьшению перегруженности
трассировки на 6.4% в сравнении со стандартной структурой сети питания.
Помимо этого, дополнительным преимуществом является уменьшение падения
напряжения с применением данной структуры, но при этом увеличивается время
проектирования сети питания из-за более сложной структуры проводов. Предложенная
методика может быть использована в блоках со сложной архитектурой, в которых имеется
высокая плотность трассировки и перегруженность.
Ключевые слова: перегруженность трассировки, сеть питания/земли, длина проводов,
измерение.
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THE METHOD OF INCREASING THE OPERATING FREQUENCY RANGE FOR
CASCODE-LEVELED CONVERTER
R.M. Soghomonyan, A.L. Mnatsakanyan, A.K. Hayrapetyan
National Polytechnic University of Armenia

A new approach is suggested for enhancing the operating frequency of a level converter. The level
converter is nonconventional one and the architecture is discussed in details. As the level converter is used
in the interfaces between the IC and the outer world, its speed sets the maximum data rate for the system in
which the IC may be used. The main concept of using capacitive coupling is to increase the maximum
operating frequency of the circuit. By using capacitive coupling between the input and the most sensitive
nodes of the circuit, the maximum operating frequency is enhanced up to 480 MHz which is the high speed
protocol of USB2. The architecture is stress resistant which means that it can be implemented in the lower
technological nodes making it practical for modern applications. The architecture was designed and
simulated for 14nm FinFET technological process which is designed by Synopsys Armenia Educational
Department. Custom Designer was used as the schematic capture program. The simulations were done
using HSPICE circuit simulator. Simulations were performed for worst case corners to ensure proper
operation under all possible process, voltage and temperature variations.

Key words: level shifter, level converter, switch, capacitive coupling, USB, USB2, high
speed, increase of frequency.
Introduction
The sizes of transistors and supply voltage values in integrated circuits (ICs) have reduced
over years by a substantial amount. Although modern transistors have shrunk in sizes to become
as small as 5 nanometers, the supply voltages didn’t scale down proportionally. This trend created
new problems and difficulties for the circuit designers to overcome as the voltages used inside and
outside of the chip are too large to be “handled” by the small transistors. New circuit architectures
and design methods were developed to keep the functionality of the chips the same as it was
before using much smaller transistors. Although the trend in the market is to scale down the
transistor sizes to make circuits occupy smaller die area and lower the power consumption, the
voltages used to represent information in the parts of the system not occupied by the IC have
stayed the same because of various reasons such as standard protocols, historical reasons etc. To
connect different parts of the system that use different supply voltages or to be able to process
information represented by a voltage bigger than the maximum for a single transistor, a type of
circuits, called level shifters are used [1]. These circuits convert their input voltage levels to an
permittable value to be processed by the main circuitry. They are inseparable part of the ICs and
are placed between the contacts of the chip and the part of the circuit that does the logical
processing. As level shifters are placed in the path of the data, their speed is crucial and
determines the rate at which the information can be interchanged between different data
processing units. Consequently, by increasing the operating speed of the level shifters, the overall
speed of the information exchange inside a system or between different systems can be increased,
implying bigger volumes of data per unit time.
Existing solutions
The basic level shifter repeats its input on its output, changing only the voltage level used to
represent logic one. Its circuit diagram is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Basic level shifter

The circuit has two supply levels: vdd_low and vdd_high. The input swings between ground
and vdd_low and the output swings from ground to vdd_high. The circuit state for two possible
input values, i.e. high and low, will be discussed next which incorporates all the possible
cases.When the input is high, M1 is in triode and M4 is in cut-off. M1 pulls its drain to ground and
this action opens M3, as the gate of the latter is connected to the drain of M1. As M3 opens, the
voltage on its drain rises towards vdd_high, thus closing M2. After some time, the voltage on the
output node stabilizes to vdd_high. Thus, high input of vdd_low level causes a high ouput of
vdd_high level.
For the case of low input, the two branches interchange their roles, as the circuit is
symmetric and the rest of circuit operation is a mirror reflection of the previous case. This structure
has one major issue: the output swings from ground to vdd_high. This means that the four
transistors operate under stress because vdd_high may have higher value than the maximum
allowable voltage level of a transistor. This issue is most commonly solved by incorporating
cascoding method into circuit design.
The cascoded level shifter solves the problem of transistors operating under stress (Fig.
2)[2]. Two additional NMOS devices M7 and M8 protect the drains of M1 and M4 and limit the
voltage swings on these nodes to Vbias from above [3]. The PMOS devices still have the stress
issue in this configuration and if thick oxide devices aren’t available, then the cascoding technique
can be utilized for them as well.
The topologies described above have maximum operating frequencies of up to 3MHz.
Compared to the high speed protocol of USB2 they have two orders of magnitude difference. The
suggested architecture enhances the speed of the level converter to be as big as 480MHz and is
based on capacitive coupling technique.

Suggested architecture
The schematic capture of the suggested architecture is presented in Fig. 3. It is a level
converter that changes the voltage levels used to represent both the high and low logic levels. The
suggested method uses capacitive coupling to achieve an increase of operating speed of the level
converter. The latter consists of three main parts: the cascoded level shifter, the low level
converters and the output buffers.
The circuit receives an input signal that swings from ground to 1,2 V (vdd_12) and outputs a
signal that swings from 2,2 V (vdd_22) to 3,2 V (vdd_32). The architecture can be conceptually
broken down to three different functional parts.
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Fig. 2 Cascoded level shifter

The first block, i.e. the cascoded level shifter, shifts the high level voltage value from
vdd_12 to vdd_32. The second block, which is the low level converter, shifts the low logic level
voltage from ground to vdd_22 and the last stage is an inverter which is added to buffer the output
signal. The working principle of each block will be presented next.

Fig. 3 The proposed architecture

The cascoded level shifter incorporates cascoding technique for both PMOS and NMOS
devices. As the supply level of 3.2V is quite high, the cascoding devices themselves must be
protected from voltage overswings. The PMOS cascode is protected with M3 and M9. When the
input is high, NET2 gets pulled down to ground and D3, D4, D9 and D10 diodes provide a voltage
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shift to ensure that neither the NMOS nor the PMOS cascade stack gets damaged when the supply
goes up.
The underlying principle of the low level converter operation is to pass its input to output if
the former is high, vdd_32 in this case and connect its output to vdd_22, if the input is low.
In the suggested method capacitors are added in parallel to the main signal path and as the
input to the circuit is a pulse, it will travel through the capacitors and reach the gates of M6 and
M12 before the main signal paths, i.e. cascoded branches settle to their final state [4]. This action
will help to pull the nodes NET5 and NET 10 to the appropriate values earlier, causing the outputs
to settle faster thus enabling the circuit to operate with higher frequencies.
Simulation Results
In this part the simulation results for the suggested architecture are presented. The level
converter was simulated with and without the capacitive coupling method using SAED 14nm
transistor models and the resulting waveforms are presented in the following figures.

Fig. 4 The input and the outputs of the circuits with (middle) and without (bottom)
capacitive coupling for the typical corner

Fig. 5 The input and the outputs of the circuits with (middle) and without (bottom)
capacitive coupling for the worst corner

Fig. 4 represents the typical case of input and output waveforms. Fig. 5 represents the input
and outputs for the worst corner. Both cases were simulated for a 480MHz input. As can be seen in
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the waveforms, the output for the circuit with capacitive coupling has a constant duty cycle while
the same output for the circuit without the capacitive has intolerably high duty cycle even for the
typical case.

Conclusion
Cascoded level converter architectures with and without capacitive coupling were simulated and
compared. The suggested method of capacitive coupling greatly improves the circuit performance for
higher frequencies, 480MHz in this case which corresponds to high speed protocol of USB2[5].
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ПОВЫШЕНИЕ РАБОЧЕЙ ЧАСТОТЫ КАСКОДИРОВАННОГО
ПРЕОБРАЗАВАТЕЛЯ УРОВНЕЙ МЕТОДОМ ЁМКОСТНОЙ СВЯЗИ
Р.М. Согомонян, А.Л. Мнацаканян, А.К. Айрапетян
Национальный политехнический университет Армении

Предлагается новый метод для повышения рабочей частоты преобразователя уровней.
Преобразователь уровней не стандартный и архитектура детально обсуждена. Так как
преобразователь уровней применяется в интерфейсах между ИС и внешним миром, его
скорость определяет максимальную скорость передачи данных в системе, где применяется ИС.
Главная идея применение ёмкостной связи для повышения максимальной рабочей частоты
схемы. Использованием ёмкостной связи между входом и наиболее чувствительными узлами,
максимальная рабочая частота повышается до 480 МГц, что соответствует high speed
протоколу USB2. Архитектура стрессоустойчива, что значит что она может быть реализована в
низких технологических узлах, делая её практичной для современных применений.
Архитектура была спроектирована и симулирована для 14нм FinFET технологического
процесса, разработанного Синопсис Армения Учебным Департаментом. Для графического
дизайна схемы был использован Custom Designer. Симуляции были сделаны с помощью
HSPICE симулятора. Симуляции были выполнены для худших отклонений чтобы обеспечить
работоспособность для всех вариаций процесса, напряжения и температуры.
Ключевые слова: Преобразаватель логических уровней, ключ, ёмкостная связь, USB,
USB2, high speed, повышение частоты.
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OPTIMIZATION OF RIBBED PLATE OF FREE VIBRATIONS
MADE OF COMPOSITE MATERIAL
E.B. Belubekyan, A.G. Poghosyan, T.S. Badasyan
National Polytechnic University of Armenia

The thin-walled systems intensified with ribs of stiffness are one of the most common structural elements
found in various fields of technology.
They have been widely used in civil, industrial and hydraulic engineering, road transport construction,
mechanical engineering, shipbuilding and aircraft construction. For designing ribbed structures their
comprehensive study is important by taking into account working conditions, the creation of new calculation
models, the development and application of modern calculation methods.
The issues of optimal design of ribbed plates are of particular interest due to which it is possible to
significantly increase their characteristics of strength, stiffness and stability providing maximum material
savings. Moreover, a greater effect can be achieved by manufacturing structures from composite materials
(CM). The use of these materials is conditioned by several advantages over traditional materials used in
production.
For a plate made of a composite material pivotally supported along two opposite edges and reinforced by
a stiffener in the middle of the span or along one of the free edges of the plate, the optimal geometric and
physical parameters of the structure are determined which ensure the largest low frequency value for a given
overall dimensions and constant weight of the vibrations of the structure.

Key words: optimization, material, plate, rib, oscillation, frequency, the greatest value.
Introduction: The optimal design of thin-walled structural elements is one of the leading
directions in the mechanics of a solid deformable body. When designing them, an important problem
is to increase the characteristics of strength and stiffness of the structure while ensuring maximum
material economy. One way to achieve this goal is to optimally distribute the material of the structure
over its volume.
Conflict setting
Free vibrations of a rectangular plate are considered with the dimensions of a, b, h2 , jointed

around the edges y  0, y  b free around the edges x   a 2 and reinforced in the middle of the span

x  0 with ribs of stiffness of rectangular section ( h1  h1 ). The case when the edge is located on the
edge is also considered x  a , and the edge x  0 is free.
It is assumed that the plate is composed of monolayers of fibrous composite material (FCM),
stacked alternately at angles   to axis x , and in the ribs the monolayers are oriented along the axis

y.
The task is to determine the optimal geometric and physical parameters of the structure
h1 , h2 ,  ,  , providing the maximum value of the lowest frequency of eigen oscillations of the plate
with constant weight and specified overall dimensions of the structure   a  h1  / b .
The design problem, reinforced along two edges with stiffeners of a rectangular plate of
composite material of the highest lowest frequency of eigen oscillations was considered in [1].
The constancy of the weight of the structure corresponds to the following condition:
ah0  h2   h1 h1  h0 

where h 0 - is the corresponding thickness of a solid plate of a given weight.
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The problem of eigen oscillations of a plate is solved which satisfies the conditions of pairing
with stiffeners working in bending and torsion. Moreover, in the case when the edge of the plate is
located in the middle of the plate due to symmetry half of the plate is considered ( 0  x  a 2 ) using
the study of cases of symmetric and antisymmetric modes of vibration.
The adopted structure of the plate package allows us to consider it orthotropic for which the
equation of eigen oscillations is written in the form as follows
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where Dik stiffness of the plate is determined by the following formula:
Dik 

Bik h23
12

i, k  1, 2, 6 ,

Bik - the elastic characteristics of the FCM in the main geometric directions of the plate, determined

through its characteristics in the main physical directions according to the known rotation formulas
[2].
The boundary conditions are written in the form:
-of hinged support
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in case of an antisymmetric oscillation shape
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- of free edge when the stiffener is located in the middle of the span
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- of free edge when the stiffener is located on the edge of the plate
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- of elastic support when the stiffener is located on the edge of the plate
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where B  Eh14 / 12 is rib stiffness at bending, A  h12 is rib cross-sectional area, C is rib
stiffness torsion determined by the following formula:
[3] C  G23 J k ,

(6)

J k  h14  ,
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G13 , G 23 - shear module of rib material in planes xoz and yoz .
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The second terms in the left-hand sides of conditions (5) and (8) take into account the influence
of inertial forces during torsional vibrations of the rib. In further numerical calculations, it is shown
that the influence of these members is insignificant and when solving the tasks they may be omitted:
The solution of equation (2) satisfying conditions (3) is taken in the form
 C1m ch1m  m x  C 2 m sh 1m  m x  C 3m cos  2 m  m x  
 sin  m t sin  m y,
w  
  C 4 m sin  2 m  m x


(9)

where

1m 
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 m - is the frequency of eigen oscillations of the plate.
In the case when the rib is located in the middle of the plate, the satisfaction of conditions (4),
(6) leads to a homogeneous linear system of equations with respect to the coefficients
C im i  1,2,3,4 . From the condition for the existence of a nontrivial solution of this system, we
obtain the following transcendental equation with respect to the coefficient k m for the case of a
symmetric form of oscillations
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In the case of the antisymmetric form, the satisfaction of conditions (5), (6) leads to the
following transcendental equation with respect to the coefficient k m
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In the case when the rib is located on the edge of the plate, the satisfaction of conditions (7) and
(8) leads to the following transcendental equation with respect to the coefficient k m
H 3 k m     2 m q 0 sin 1m  m a  q 5 cos  2 m  m a  q1  

  f 0 sin  2 m  m a   2 m f 4 cos  2 m  m a  q 4  
  2 m q 0 cos  2 m  m a  q 5 sin  2 m  m a  q 3  

(13)
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After determining the coefficient k m , from equations (11) - (13) the value of the frequency of
eigen oscillations according to (9) is determined by the following formula, respectively

 m  2m k m

D22
.
h2

(14)

The optimization task is to redistribute the material of the ribbed structure between the rib and
the plate in such a way as to ensure the highest value of the lowest frequency of eigen oscillations at
given overall dimensions  and the condition of constant weight of the structure (1). Determination of
the optimal design parameters is limited to the following nonlinear programming problem:
To find:

o  max min m ,
x

m

x   , h1 , h2 ,  ,

(15)

under restrictions
H i k m   0

( i  1, 2,3 ), h2  h0 

h0  h1  0.2b ,

3h1
h1  h0 ,
2a

0.2    5,   h2  h0 .

(16)
(17)

The first of the restrictions in the form of equation (16) corresponds to equations (11) - (13)
with respect to k m , the second follows from the condition that the weight of the structure (1) is
constant. Limitations in the form of inequalities (17) are due to the limits of applicability of the
classical theory of beams and plates. For    0.01b is accepted when a  b,   0.01a , when
a  b.
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The problem is solved by the method of deformable polyhedron in combination with the direct
search method [4].
Numerical calculations are made for a design with overall dimensions   1, 2
when
h 0  h0 / b  0.015, 0.02, 0.03. The FCM

with the following characteristics was adopted as a

material
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
B11  1; B 22  B22
/ B11
 0.0818; B12  B12
/ B11
 0.0196; B 66  B66
/ B11
 0.04297;
0
0
G23 / G13  1; E 1  E1 / B11
 0.995; G 23  G23 / B11
 0.0497.

The optimal parameter values  , h1  h1 / b, h 2  h2 / b,  and corresponding values of the
0
reduced frequency of eigen oscillations  o  o / b 2 / B11
are calculated.

Research results
The results of calculation for the case when the rib is located in the middle of the span of the
plate are shown in Table 1. For comparison, the corresponding frequency values for equilibrium plates


with two stiffeners located along its edges  o and in the absence of ribs 

0

are also given there.
Table 1


1

2

h0



h1

h2

0.015

0.2

0.0935

0.0120

0.020

0.2

0.1127

0.0157

0.030
0.015

0.2
0.2

0.1469
0.0434

0.0229
0.0147

0.020

0.2

0.0516

0.0197

0.030

0.2

0.0662

0.0295



o

o

45
45
45
90
90
90

0.0512

0.0624

0.0427

0.0669

0.0869

0.0569

0.0974
0.0429

0.1350
0.0430

0.0854
0.0427

0.0571

0.0574

0.0569

0.0855

0.0859

0.0854





0

Calculations show that in all studied cases optimal projects are obtained when m  1 , while in
the case   1 asymmetric form of oscillations takes place and when   2 , symmetric form of
oscillations takes place. Comparison of the results shown in Table 1 shows that the value of the lowest
frequency of eigen oscillations for an optimal project  o when   1 almost 1.2 times greater than the


0

corresponding values for continuous plate  and as much less than for a plate with two ribs  o .
Obviously, as the parameter  increases, the vibrating effect decreases.
For the case when the stiffener is located on the right edge of the plate, the calculation results
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2


1

2

h0



h1

h2

0.015

0.2

0.0354

0.0148

0.020

0.2

0.0431

0.0198

0.030

0.2

0.0561

0.0297

0.015

0.2

0.0273

0.0150

0.020
0.030

0.2
0.2

0.0339
0.0427

0.0199
0.0299
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o

90
90
90
90
90
90

0.0427
0.0572
0.0857
0.0428
0.0570
0.0855
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Here, the optimal projects are obtained when m  1 , and the values  o are close to the
0

corresponding values  for a solid plate.

Conclusion
Thus, the location of the stiffener in the middle of the span of the plate leads to a greater
increase in the lower frequency of eigen oscillations than its location on the edge of the plate. It should
also be noted that the increase in the number of ribs while maintaining the total weight of the structure,
according to Table 1, also leads to an increase in its lowest frequency of eigen oscillations.
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ОПТИМИЗАЦИЯ РЕБРИСТОЙ ПЛАСТИНКИ ИЗ КОМПОЗИЦИОННОГО
МАТЕРИАЛА ПРИ СВОБОДНЫХ КОЛЕБАНИЯХ
Э.В. Белубекян, А.Г. Погосян, Т.С. Бадасян
Национальный политехнический университет Армении

Тонкостенные системы, усиленные ребрами жесткости, являются одним из наиболее
распространенных конструктивных элементов, встречающихся в различных областях техники.
Они получили широкое применение в гражданском, промышленном, гидротехническом,
дорожно-транспортном строительстве, машиностроении, судостроении, самолетостроении.
При проектировании ребристых конструкций важное значение имеет их всестороннее
изучение с учетом условий работы, создание новых расчетных моделей, разработка и
применение современных методов расчета. Особый интерес представляют вопросы
оптимального проектирования ребристых пластин, благодаря чему можно значительно
увеличить их характеристики прочности, жесткости и устойчивости, обеспечивая
максимальную экономию материала. При этом большего эффекта можно добиться путем
изготовления конструкций из композиционных материалов (КМ). Использование этих
материалов обусловлено рядом их преимуществ по сравнению с применяемыми в производстве
традиционными материалами.
Для пластинки, изготовленной из композиционного материала, шарнирно опертой по
двум противоположным краям и усиленной ребром жесткости в середине пролета или по
одному из свободных кромок пластинки, определяются оптимальные геометрические и
физические параметры конструкции, обеспечивающие при заданных габаритных размерах и
постоянном весе конструкции наибольшее значение низшей частоты собственных колебаний.
Ключевые слова: оптимизация, материал, пластинка, ребро, колебание, частота,
наибольшее значение.
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THE STUDY OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING THE PASSAGE
OF URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT
P.A. Tonapetyan1, K.A. Grigoryan2, M.T. Hayrapetyan2
1

Armenian National Agrarian University
Shushi University of Technology

2

The number of means of passenger transport is constantly increasing in the cities as a result of which
road network has become overloaded to such an extent that there are problems with the management of public
transport routes connected with the sharp increae of private transport, the increase of traffic of route transport
and traffic management at bus stops which do not meet the current situation.
It is suggested to determine the service time of passengers according to the routes and means of public
transport in public transport stops in the conditions of high intensity and heavy traffic of urban passenger
transport using the coefficients of possible rejection of service and variation applications.

Key words: road network, heaviness, traffic, intensity, parking space, passage.
Introduction
The number of means of passenger transport is constantly increasing in cities and the road
network remains almost unchanged. Currently, the heaviness of the city road network has reached
such a level that there are problems with the management of public transport. These problems are
caused by a number of reasons, for instance, the number of private transport routes and the intensity of
public traffic have sharply increased. As a result there are problems with the management of road
traffic at bus stops which do not meet the current situation. The stops themselves cause traffic jams.
The following measures are necessary for solving the studied problem:
- Concentration of routes in a more number of streets, i.e. reduction of the route coefficient,
- Increasing the passage of the transport stops.
The first of these measures is related to the length of the route network and can be planned for
long term perspective. The second measure, although leading to limited efficiency, /i.e. high passage/,
can be used in not all areas of the route network in a short period of time and soon give results.
The analyses of domestic and foreign literature have shown that the management of the public
transport route has not been extensively studied in the current intensity of the city. In the last 30 years
no calculations of stop passages have been made and implemented in the project. A number of
parameters concerning parking space passages and projects were not taken into account in the
instructions of the local specialists which principally are very important in the case of heavy traffic
flows.
Conflict setting and research results
The foreign theory and experience are of great interest in the design of urban passenger
transport stops in the current situation, particularly the methodology of estimating the passage of the
stops recommended by US scientists [1]. Some basic facts about the activity of stops are decribed in
details here. These data are very easy to compare with the experimental data obtained as a result of
studies conducted in the conditions of our republic.
To determine the passage of stops the model given in [1] has been chosen:
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where
is the passage of stop, unit/h,
is the efficient number of places in the stops,
-is the
passage of one place in the stop, unit/h,
- is the duration of green light by seconds,
– is the
duration of regulatory cycle, seconds, - is the time of leaving the parking place, seconds, - is the
passenger service time in the parking place , seconds,
–is the coefficient of possibility of
overcroudedness of stops, - is the coefficient of variability of passenger service time in stops.
It is worth mentioning that a great number of parameters are taken into account by the observed
calculation methodology.
Such parameters as
– the coefficient of the possibility of
overcroudedness, tc- is the time of leaving the stop, the time of passenger service and the duration of
green light and the relation of regulatory cycle to controlled crossings are of special interest. These
data can be admitted as a result of direct observations. We should also mention here that as a resut of
our studies we noted distribution of passenger service time at stops in td- parking space which is the
result of variability of exploited driving stuff and traffic management.
The time of leaving the stop is considered to be the time from the starting moment of bus
leaving to the time of its entry into the general traffic flow (Fig. 1). It consists of the time from the
beginning of the movement, the time spent at the stop, the time it takes to get the passengers off, the
time to get the passengers on and the time to get into the general traffic flow.

Fig. 1 The formation of the time for leaving the stop time
In this methodology only one factor is observed: the intensity of the total flow in the right edge
zone which affects the freeing time of the stop. Such acceptance is correct in the case of using such
moving staff with similar or technical characteristics. However, passenger transportation is carried out
by various means of transport, according to the types, brands, number of gates and so on in our cities.
Practical research has shown that the freeing of a stop is affected by both means of vehicles,
their technical characteristics (coefficient of dynamics and sizes are different) and the problem of
overtaking the vehicles ahead for which more time is spent.
To determine the time of freeing the stop we may use the following regressive equation more
effectively [2,3,4].
,

(2)

where
are the coefficients of regressive equations,
are independent factors,
–is the
intensity of general traffic flow in right egde, –is the namely passenger carriage of transport means,
–is a factor which considers the factor of overtaking.
In the chosen model (1) by saying the time of passenger service at stops we understand the
period of time from the moment of opening the doors to closing the doors. The dimension of time
spent mainly depends on the number of passengers getting on and off and, more precisely, the average
time of one passenger getting on and off. Mathematically it may be shown like this:

where Pa –is the number of passengers getting off the bus, per passenger, ta –is the time spent on
getting one passenger off, second, Pb –is the number of entering passengers, per passenger,
tb –is
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the time spent on getting on one passenger, second, toc – is the time spent on opening and closing the
doors, second.
Experimental data show that the time to open and close the doors of many buses coincides with
the time to approach the stop or to free the stop which is unacceptable from the point of view of
passenger safety. Therefore, the total time spent on passenger service may not include the time spent
on opening and closing the doors.
It is suggested to understand the saying service time of the passengers as the time from the
moment the bus stops at the bus stop to the time spent on freeing the stop.
It is accepted that the time spent on opening and closing the doors is already taken nto account.
Particularly it turned out that the average time spent on opening doors comprised 1,95 seconds and
1,55 seconds correspondingly for special small class vehicles (public taxis) and the buses having
hydraulic system, and on closing doors 1,35 and 1,93 seconds respectively. As different technical
characteristics and various staff are used in the town public transport of RA, so the time of passenger
service will also be different. There are also other factors which affect certain parameters such as
number of doors and passenger bill.
Based on the above mentioned, it is necessary to take into account the cases when it turns out
that all the seats are busy there while approaching the bus stop. Because different classes of vehicles
have different dimensions of passenger service time at the bus stops depending on the dimension of
the difference of route demand, the type of driving staff and other factors, the impact of passenger time
variation is of great importance.
Cv variation coefficient of observed parameter may be defined as relation of deviation of
passenger service time and average value:

where S–is the deviation of passenger service time and
– is average time of passenger service,
seconds.
If the Cv coefficient of variation is equal to 0, then all the observed cases will have the same
value. In case when Cv-is equal to 1, it means that approximately every third bus will have twice more
time for passenger service than its average value is. The research carried out in the USA shows that the
coefficient of time variation of passenger service fluctuates between 0,4 – 0,8 and in case of lack of
studies we suggest to use 0,54 [1].
To increase the reliability of passenger service time at stops while calculating passage Za
coefficient of possibility of rejecting service applications changes (Fig.2). The underlined part shows
that the time of passenger service in some cases may exceed its average value:

Fig. 2 Normal distribution
The coefficient of possibility of rejecting the passenger service applications at stops may be
defined by the following expression:
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where t i –is the random dimension of service time, seconds, Δt i –is the deviation from average շ
value, seconds and S –is the standard deviation.
Consequently

Deviation is

,

According to [1], the possibility of rejecting the applications of stop service in central parts of
the town (business-centres, public crowded places etc) is about 7,5 to 15%. Such data is obtained in
case of communication speed and high stop passages in central parts of towns. The possible heaviness
of stop in the edges of road network comprises 2,5%.
In case of the lack of studies we suggest to accept the average time of passenger service as
26,5 s and the coefficient of variation as 0,54.
Conclusions
1. It is necessary to distinguish between the service time of passengers by routes and vehicle
classes which can be determined with the help of the variation coefficient in the high
intensity of urban public transport, heavy traffic and the variety of routes. According to
experimental data, the value of this coefficient varies from 0,4 to 0,8. It is recommended to
use the value of 0,54 in case of lack of studies.
2. In case of normal distribution of time of passenger service (Za) coefficient of possibility of
rejecting the sevice applications may be used. The value of this coefficient is guaranteed
from 7,5 to 15% in central parts of towns (business centres, public crowded places etc).
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ИССЛЕДОВАНИЕ ФАКТОРОВ, ВЛИЯЮЩИХ НА ПРОПУСКНУЮ
СПОСОБНОСТЬ ОСТАНОВОК ГОРОДСКОГО ПАССАЖИРСКОГО
ТРАНСПОРТА
П.А. Тонапетян1, К.А. Григорян2, М.Т. Айрапетян2
1
2

Национальный аграрный университет Армении
Шушинский технологический университет

Количество пассажирских транспортных средств в городах непрерывно увеличивается, в
результате чего нагрузка на дорожно-уличную сеть достигла такого уровня, что возникли
проблемы с организацией движения общественного пассажирского транспорта, связанные с
резким увеличением количества маршрутов частного пассажирского транспорта, увеличением
интенсивности движения маршрутного транспорта, а также с организацией движения на
остановках городского пассажирского транспорта, которые не удовлетворяют создавшейся
ситуации.
В условиях высокой интенсивности городского пассажирского транспорта, плотного
потока
и разнообразия маршрутов,
рекомендуется определять время обслуживания
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пассажиров на городских автобусных остановках в соответствии с маршрутами и классами
транспортных средств, используя коэффициенты вероятности вариации и отказа сервисных
заявок.
Ключевые слова: дорожно-уличная сеть, нагрузка, движение, интенсивность, остановка,
пропускная способность.
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